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Candidate removed
from USG position
by Erin Esmont
editor

Joe Gierlach, candidate for Undergraduate Student Government president, has been dismissed from his
present position as public relations
coordinator, for "dereliction of duty,"
USG President Brian Baird said yesterday.
Baird said he and Karen Washbush,
vice president of USG. notified Gierlach last Thursday of their decision to
relieve him of his duties.
"He'd been given many opportunities to prove himself and we felt it
would be a disservice to students to
keep him in this post," Baird said.
As public relations coordinator,
Gierlach was in charge of all aspects
of USG public relations, a job, Baird
and Washbush claim he did not adequately fulfill. As a result, Gierlach
has been serving on a probationary
period for the past three weeks.
Gierlach maintains that he was not
fired, but rather his position has been
terminated because he has done all
that he can do.
"The decision (to terminate the
position) as a whole was made for the
betterment of USG," Gierlach said.
"They (Baird and Washbush) have no
replacement for me as yet and they do
not plan to."
Gierlach said it was during "this
time" (the probation period) that he
hired three assistants to help him
coordinate USG's public relations efforts.
"It's not that I ignored it (the task),
but that I hired other people to do it,"
Gierlach said.
He added that his position had been
vaguely defined in the beginning and
the position was "set up so that I could
do anything I wanted.

HE SAID upon being hired, he was
told he should only work on public
relations for the Issue 1 campaign.
"I'm proud of what I did tor Issue
1," he said. "We had the highest voter
turnout of any college in Ohio. After
Issue 1 was over... (there was) no
big thing to promote."
He did a good job in the voter
registration campaign, but he didn't
do anything outstanding," Baird said.
"But, he can't rest on his past
laurels," Washbush added.
Baird and Washbush agreed that
Gierlach had "free reign" in his job.
but they say he failed on several
occasions to perform his duties.
Washbush said Gierlach neglected to
turn in his USG evaluation and he did
not complete his cabinet report,
which is due every two weeks.
Considering that elections are being
held today and tomorrow, Baird said,
"I have no question in my mind that
we are going to be criticized by some
for heavy handed politics, but I stand
behind the decision 100 percent.
"This has no relevence to elections," he said. "We are dealing with
Joe Gierlach as public relations coordinator, not Joe Gierlach as candidate
for USG president.
"We wanted to give him as many
chances as possible to succeed/'
Baird said. "Maybe that is my only
regret that we hadn't done it (fired
him) before."
Baird and Washbush said they met
with Greg DeCrane, director of Student Organizations, and their advisors, early last week before telling
Gierlach of their decision to let him
go.
"Joe wasn't a part of the team,"
Baird said, "and that damn Joe Gierlach not doing his job was a thorn in
our side."

Hide and seek David Wittier, (left), and Brad Peppla practice search and rescue techniques at the Northwest Ohio Volunteer Ohoto DyfTom Gamer
Fireman's Association Fire Workshop held this past Saturday and Sunday on the University campus.
Firefighters from Michigan, Indiana and Ohio attended the two-day workshop. Wittier and Peppla are
employees of the Dana Corporation of Lima. Ohio, and serve as members of the company's fire
brigade.

Students lobby at nation's capital for nuclear arms freeze

by Christopher Brush
wire editor

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following
news analysis is the first In a two part
series about the student rally at the
second annual National Lobby
Against Nuclear Arms.
WASHINGTON, D.C. - About 600 students from most every state gathered
at the Capitol Hill Presbyterian
Church on March 7 to attend the
second annual National Lobby
Against Nuclear Arms.
The lobby emphasized student involvement in lobbying members of
Congress for their support in passing
Nuclear Freeze legislation. Students
met at the church for briefings and
pep talks before beating the pavement on the Hill to speak with their
senators and representatives.
Last year's lobby and rally were
geared toward pushing the Nuclear
Freeze resolution through Congress.

The resolution, adopted in the House
in May 1983, calls for a bilateral
freeze of all production, testing and
deployment of nuclear weapons by
the United States and the Soviet
Union.

that's the issue," she said.
SCHRODER STRESSED that supporters of the freeze must move beyond talking about the freeze
resolution andmove to get other legislation passed.

Last week's lobby was sponsored by
United Campuses to Prevent Nuclear
War. UCAIVI, a network of about 500
universities and colleges in the United
States, mobilizes college students so
that they can more effectively influence foreign policy by peaceful
means.
The keynote speaker, Congresswoman Pat Schroder, D-Colo., cautioned
student lobbyists to be firm with
members of congress.
"See your friends, but see your
ememies first," Schroder said, explaining anti-freeze members of Congress are the hardest to convince.
"You've got to play it and play it
tough. Get commitment from the congressmen. Ask them how they are
going to vote (on freeze legislation);

"We hope to get a resolution introduced to say we (the United States)
won't do any testing (of nuclear weapons) until the Soviets do it," she said.
"We are very close to winning the
MX. We desperately need votes on
this," she said, concerning anti-MX
legislation already introduced in Congress.
But freeze supporters should be
prepared for the barrage of excuses
legislators may give to dodge discussing new legislation, Schroder
said.
"Politicians love resolutions because they don't have to deal with
them head on," she said, explaining
members of Congress were terribly
afraid of the initial freeze legislation
and did not want to confront it.

On-campus deadline Friday

The Pentagon has approved the
construction of 21 MX missies in 1984,
but the missies will not be deployed
until late 1986. This still gives freeze
supporters time to sway members of
Congress to vote against the MX.
The MX is a first strike weapon
designed to be accurate enough to
knock out Soviet missile silos. Such

accuracy is only useful if full, rather
than empty, silos are hit. A build-up of
missiles by the United States would
!;ive Soviets greater incentive to
aunch the first missile, increasing
the likelihood of a nuclear war.
IN DISCUSSING another issue closely tied to the freeze resolution,
Schroder indicated the need to stop

For the last three weeks, Housing
has been sending representatives to
all campus residence halls, but it is
likely many students have missed the
opportunity to sign-up, Robert Rudd,
director of housing, said.

It is important that students intending to live on campus next year sign a
housing contract by Friday in order to
be guaranteed space, Rudd said. Students who request housing after
spring break will be accepted on a
space-available basis. He added that
there is no way to tell how long
campus housing will remain available
after this Friday.
The housing contract due Friday
does not guarantee a particular

choice of housing, merely that a student will be reserved a space on
campus next year. Also, additional
meal coupon books for next year can
be requested on the contract, Rudd
said.
Students who missed the opportunity to sign-up in their residence halls
can still do so by visiting 440 Student
Services Building Any questions can
be answered by calling the Housing
Office at 372-2011.

"The whole heart of the freeze

movement is to get both sides (the
United States and the Soviet Union) to
cut back and monitor nuclear weapons," she said. The monitoring would
be done by satellites, which would act
as the nation's eyes and ears tuned to
the Soviet world.

"If there is a push for the deployment of nuclear weapons (in space),
then there goes our eyes and ears.'
Schroder said. The deployment would
knock out our satellites for monitoring the other side.
"That kind of (Star Wars) technology is not here. If both sides were to
get it, it would start the whole (preFreeze movement) situation again,"
she said.

Groups quiz USG candidates
by Tereso Perretti
staff reporter

With polls scheduled to open today
for Undergraduate Student Government elections, members of University organizations yesterday posed
questions to candidates vying for ofIce.
Organizations present included:
Commuter Off-Campus Organization,
Resident Student Association, World
Student Association, University Activities Organization and Student Consumer Union.
An audience of about 25 watched
while candidates gave opinions on
community relations, minority relations and student apathy.
USG candidates Bob Wade, Cindy
Smith, Joe Gierlach, Leigh
Hollingsworth and Pete Banner attended the forum.

Housing registration draws near I
The Office of Housing will accept
contracts for continuing students intending to live on campus for the 198485 school year through Friday, March
16.

the development of the anti-satellite
weapon (ASAT).
The ASAT issue concerns the Reagan administration's drive to get nuclear weapons into outer space where
the United States will have an advantage over the Soviets. ASAT has been
dubbed the "Star Wars" issue.
She explained that the current administration is pushing for ASAT because technology is on the verge of
making it a reality.
During the spring of 1983, a panel of
scientists and defense specialists
formed the Union of Concerned Scientists that meets to discuss the use of
this space technology.

According to Pete Banner, junior
political science/business administration major, communication between the city and the University is an
important aspect of community relations.

was another item posed to candidates
at the debate.
Wade and Smith said one of their
eoals, which will help better relations
etween USG and minority groups, is
to unify the campus.

"The block watch program, which I
am working on, has helped to bring
the University and the community
together. It is programs like these
that can help build better relations,"
Banner said.

"Getting minorities as well as the
rest of the student body involved in
USG is one way to help improve
relations," Wade said.
"We want the students to know that
USG is for everyone. We are there to
listen to student problems," Smith
added.

Bob Wade, sophomore business administration/political science major,
believes that cabinet members communicating with public administrators is important to helping solve
problems which have occurred between students and commmunity
members.
IMPROVING MINORITY relations

Joe Gierlach, junior marketing research and advertising major, said
that part of the solution is getting
minority groups to fill their seats in
USG.
SeeDEBATEpage 5. . .

-the bottom line-

Coupons
increase
by $10

Dormitory room rates were kept at
their current level, but the charge for
dining hall coupon books was increased by $10 at a special meeting of
the Board of Trustees on March 9.
According to Dr. Richard Eakin,
vice president for planning and bud§eting and acting University presient. the charge for the minimum
meal plan (four coupon books) would
increase to $408.
Eakin said the standard housing
rate is $536, making the combined
increase for room and board 1 percent
overall.

In addition, Charles Shanklin, chair
of the Trustees finance committee,
said that the rates currently being
charged for Offenhauer Towers would
have to be examined, with a possible
increase to be recommended in the
future.
Offenhauer Towers are the only
residence halls on which the University loses money every year, Shanklin
said.
"It may be that residents of other
dormitories may be helping Offenhauer residents to afford living
there," Shanklin said.

inside
• The Child Development Center, a
licensed program operated by the
Home Ec Department, studies children's play activity. Page 3.
• BG's hockey team is headed for
the NCAA playoffs facing Boston
University. Page 7.
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editorial
Appointment of judges
should
be considered
Today, Democrats from nine states will participate in
caucuses or primaries. While the economy and the
nuclear arms race are issues to be reckoned with, one issue
often neglected but certainly important is the potential power
the prospective president has in choosing justices to sit on the
United States Supreme Court.
Questions involving matters of constitutionality are addressed daily by the nation's highest court. And, the results
of the presidential election could have dramatic effects on
the future complexion of the Supreme Court.
Vacancies on the Court are filled by presidential appointment. The president that appoints a member, appoints
someone who will think like he does. The result then, is a
court that reflects the sentiments of presidents past and
present.
Nine justices sit on the nation's high court. Five of the nine
justices will be at least 75 years old by the time our next
president takes office. While there is no mandatory retire
ment age for Supreme Court Justices, it is reasonable to
assume that some of the justices will retire during the new
presidential term.
The result? Vacancies on the court to be filled by the
President.
The balance of liberal and conservative justices and the
politicial affiliation of the president who appoints new
justices, may change the entire structure of the court. This is
something that cannot be ignored.
Voters must think of the Court when considering candidates. We would be naive to think that the structure of the
court does not effect us. Decisions handed down by the high
court are the final answer to constitutional questions. In
choosing a candidate for president, we must consider how he
will react in choosing a Supreme Court Justice.

Deficit?... What deficit?
later on?" I asked.

by Art Buchwld

I climbed to the top of the Washington Monument the other morning to
speak to the Great Economic Oracle.
I placed a perfumed bowl of jellybeans at his feet.
- The Master put one In his mouth.
?"Tbey are very tasty."
"I grew them myself," I told him as
I knelt on the dirt floor.
"What brings you all this distance,
my son?" be asked.
''I am confused," I told him. "I
came to find the secret of budget
deficits."
The master stroked his bald head.
"There is no secret to budget deficits.
If one spends more than one earns,
then one must borrow what one
owes."

"A wise ruler never mentions future pain when his throne is at stake."
"How long can one live with deficits
before they cause pain?"
"Depending on the size of them, oone
year, maybe two, perhaps forever.
"Doesn't the ruler know that?"
"Yes, he does. But true words are
not beautiful. And beautiful words are
not true. Ruling a bis country is like
cooking a small fish.
"What does that mean?"
"I have no idea. But I like the sound
of it."

"I know that But the question I
came to ask is what does one do about
a deficit that is so large that all the
wise men of the land cannot agree
bow to cut it?"

"Master, can we get back to deficits? There are those who say in order
to reduce them one must raise taxes
and cut back on military spending.
There are others who say one must
cut out domestic spending and do
nothing more to tax the people. Who is
right?*

"When the highest type of men see
deficits, they recoil at mem. When the
average type of men see deficits, they
half believe them. When the lowest
type of men see deficits, they laugh
heartily at them."

"It is this simplicity that makes the
uneducated more effective than the
educated when addressing popular
audiences during an election year.
You didn't bring enough licorice jellybeans."

"But how does one get the lowest
type of men to become the highest?"
"It can't be done during an election
year," the Master said, popping another jellybean into his mouth.
"Why not, oh wise one?"

"I'm sorry, Master. So it is your
opinion that nothing can be done
about deficits when a country is contesting for a new ruler?"

"Because those who are responsible
for the deficits will not admit they are
bad, and those who take no responsibility need them to attack those who
made them. It is written in the 'Book
of Politics' that in an election year one
talks about deficits, but one does not
do anything about them.
"Whyisthat, Master?"
"Because to do something about
deficits is to cause pain. And if one
wants to rule, one must promise not to
cause anyone pain."
"If one does not do anything about
deficits, will there not be greater pain

"Nothing of substance. One must
think of the budget as a lovely river.
The deficits are like the snow in the
mountains that no one sees. Once
spring comes, the snow melts and
becomes a torrent of water and the
river becomes a flood washing away
everything that man has built, and
there is nothing left but a depression
in the land."
"You sound like Martin Feldsteen,"
I said.
"It's Feldstein, not Feldsteen " the
Master said angrily. "And don't you
forget it."
Buchwld is a columnist for the Los
Angeles Times Post

Florida was made for spring break
by Mark PI Vlncenzo

folks when I was 11.1 know what it's
like.'

"No, you never get any fun out
of the things you haven't
done."
- Ogden Nash

I'm sorry, but you're mistaken.
Going down with your pals is a completely different experience - like the
difference between cherry cheesecake and brussels sprouts.
Instead of counting license plates
from other states on the trip down,
you'll be counting the number of animals lying dead on the side of the road
and trying to identify their remains.
Instead of hunting for sea shells and
starfish, you'll be hunting for the
opposite sex. And instead of going to
bed early in order to be up to watch
the tide come rushing in with your
little brother, Tommy, you'll be skipping that sleep and watching the tide
come in with Bunny - an Aphrodite
look-alike from the University of Alabama - or Rocky, a local surfer who's
built like a marble statue, parading
his stuff in some art history museum
in Europe.
That leads us to the major reason
why you should go to Florida this
spring - the opposite sex. There's
always an abundance of the opposite
sex heading south (his time of year.
And that's what it's all about, right?
Although it certainly is not the ideal
place to find Mr. or Ms. Right, you
can't beat it if you're looking for a'
temporary attachment - and who
isn't? There'll be all kinds down

Thank God for 1-75, cold beer, tiny
bathing suits, firm bodies, sun screen,
tanning lotion and frisbees. Thank
God for spring break. Thank God for
Florida.
If you're planning to go to the Sunshine state this spring along with
herds of other college crazies during
break, maybe I'll see you. If not,
filease let me try to talk you into it or your sake. Believe me, you owe it
to yourself to be down there, especially if you never have. If you have
been, though, I'm sorry I disturbed
you. You can flip the page or start
packing again.
Although the Farmer's Almanac
predicted little snow accumulation
and above-average temperatures for
winter 1984 in Northwestern, Ohio, the
weather has forced us to dress like
Nanook of the North. The almighty,
omniscient Farmer's Almanac made
another interesting forecast. They
said it will rain in most of Florida for
six of the eight days during our brief
hiatus. Translated, that means sunshine six out of eight days.
But even if it does rain, who cares?
When it rains in Florida, the beach
dries out before you have a chance to
run into your air conditioned hotel and
grab another beer.
The sun is so hot in Florida, it
reaches down in between the layers of
your pale, Midwestern skin and massages you past ecstasy, right into
heaven.
Many students save for months,
sweating away at some fast food joint
just to party for one week in paradise.
(If you don't work, cash your income
tax return check or beg mommy and
daddy for an early graduation gift even if you're a freshman.) Just between me and you, getting your fanny
to Florida will be worth any humbling
experience you may have been forced
into.
Close your eyes for a minute and
picture yourself turning a deep shade
of brown, laying on a six-foot Budweiser beach towel - along with
swarms of other young bodies - under
a sun much hotter and brighter than
any you may have been accustomed
to in this part of the country. You are
pushing your pink toes further and
further Into an infinite pile of hot,
white sand and sipping some sweet,
tropical drink that promises to knock
you on your backside sometime later
in the day.
Hey, I know what you re
saying... 'I went to Florida with my

there, and those young vacationers
tend to act differently than normal,
so... enough said.
Getting in shape to fit your body somewhat comfortably - into your
brand-spanking, outrageously expensive, multi-colored bathing suit is also
well worth it.
It's amazing how many students
become physical fitness freaks and
health food nuts a few weeks before
spring break. Often times, it's the
first time they've ever sat up for a situp or lifted weights other than the
weight in their backpack. As you've
lapped campus for the 22nd time in
the past two days, try to forget that
you haven't eaten solid foods in the
past three weeks.
And just remember during the
whole painful experience: mirrors
don't lie, and yours won't either if you
work hard to get into shape. Chances
are, you'll make a lasting imprint on
some lucky mound of sand.
And hey, don't worry about transportation. People ride down in every
type of vehicle, including their skateboards; ask a couple of guys from the
University of Georgia about it.
You may want to ride down with a
carload of friends. The motto here is
the more doors and windows, the
better. Space is of the essence. You'll
discover new ways to sit that you once
thought were never possible, and
you'll invent new ways to get comfort-

by Garry Wills-

A staple of trivia quizzes is: What
film had John Dillinger seen at the
Biograph Theater just before he was
gunned down? The answer: "Manhattan Melodrama." The not-so-trivial
thing about that movie is that it first
brought Myrna Lroy and William Powell onto the screen together.
The 1934 film used a standard device of the time - childhood friends
who grow up to face each other on
opposite sides of the law. In this case,
a district attorney (Powell) takes a
gangster's woman (Ley) away from
his old pal, played by Clark Gable.
It is hard to be convincing while
taking women away from Clark Gable
- especially if you are a bit gookylooking to begin with. But Powell
somehow managed it. He also had the
poise of a law enforcer with clearly
visible tugs of sympathy toward lawbreakers, a gift that came in handy in
the very next year when he and Loy
began the "Thin Man" series of movies.
Here is another trivia question:
Why, in Dashiell Hammett's novel
"The Thin Man," does Nora keep
calling Nick "you lousy Greek"? Because the full name of Nick Charles is
Charalambides. He is a meaner specimen in the novel - one whose interest
in Nora's money is not at all playful.
The one thing he is willing to sober up
for is close attention to her stocks and
bonds.
Nora, too, was tougher in the novel.
In fact, an ad^niring cop says of her.
"That woman has hair on her chest.

Even Asta, the dog, is a rude female
schnauzer who puts her front paws on
people's bellies - not the icky male
terrier who hid behind his paws in the
movies.
Despite these softenings for the
theater audience, Powell's Nick
Charles is - at least in the first movie
- an amoral observer of both sides of
the law, a mix of his own part and
Gable's in "Manhattan Melodrama,"
getting the best of both worlds. And
Loy's Nora observes him observing
with a delicately non-cynical fascination at his cynicism.
In later movies, Nick and Nora
sickened toward Ozzie and Harriet. It
was hard to distinguish one's character from the others, or from Asta's.
They even had a child, unthinkable in
Hammett. And in one movie Nick
went on the wagon - a blasphemy in
Hammett.
But even in silly roles, Powell had
an inner gyroscope that kept him
dignified, slightly distancing him
from his own actions. His best role, as
outsider watching himself watch the
world, was in "My Man Godfrey,"
with Carole Lombard. Tributes to
Powell have this week paid special
honor to his work in "Life With Father," which is absurd. That was the
Clifton Webb role, that of a featherweight trying to be pompous. Powell,
with his sloping shoulders and broad
behind, was a dumpy-looking man
who floated; who lifted himself into
the air by his own raised eyebrow.
It was all a matter of style - of
carriage, of slight self-mockery
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was an act of levitation. He touched
down at will, but never for long. It can
be no surprise of him, now, to be
above it all. He always was.

He had that levity that is harder to
achieve than gravity. His whole life

Wills is a columnist for the UniversalPress Syndicate

Register your bicycle
before it's too late
We at Public Safety would like
to make you more aware of the
importance of registering your
bicycles.
All bicycles parked or operated
within the City of Bowling Green,
Ohio must be registered. Further,
all bicycles on University-owned
or controlled property are subject
to state laws and city ordinances
since Bowling Green State University is within the City of Bowling Green. The Parking and
Traffic Division at Public Satety
will register bicycles for the City.
A one dollar ($1.00) fee is charged
for this registration which is good
for the life of the bike in Bowling
Green. For your convenience we
can arrange to have someone
come to your residence hall, so-
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rority or fraternity to register
bicycles for groups (not individuals). By registering your bicycles,
we will have the serial number
which provides a greater chance
for recovery, if your bicycle is lost
or stolen.
Call 2-2346 and ask for Sgt.
Starnes. We will set a time to be in
your area. If you have your bicycle here now and it is not registered, we urge you to register; if
you are planning to bring your
bike to campus after spring
break, we urge you to register it
when you arrive on campus.
Several pedestrians and bicyclists have been injured in the
past in accidents involving bikes,
so please be aware of good safety
habits and that all traffic laws will
be enforced.
Thank you.
Sgt. Charlotte Starnes,
Coordinator
Crime Prevention/Community
Relations
William R. Bess, Director
Public Safety

by T. Downing and T. Clear/
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Mark Di Vincenzo, a staff reporter
for the News, is a senior journalism
major from Seven Hills, Ohio.

mixed in with the mockery of every
other thing. It was all tuning, the
restrained second takes of a man who
never took anything at its face value.
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Wait... don't tell me... you'll be
the one with the golden tan, a tasty,
cool drink surgically attached to either hand and an eight-day smile
plastered on your face. And on, by the
way, don't try to wipe that grin off.
You won't be able.

An ironic tradeoff between friends

- THE BG NEWS ErHor
Managing Eonor
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Mawa Editor
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Sports Editor
CNal Copy Editor
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SludantAdv Mgj

able in an automobile that you once
thought were inconceivable under
normal space conditions.
If you want to travel with a throng
of thrillseekers, don't worry; leave
the driving chores to someone else
and go with the University Activities
Organization (UAO). On those busses,
alcohol flows from bottles, cans and
kegs like the Maumee River during a
rainy week.
It seems that every year, though,
more students fly down. For some,
this is the best way to go, but if you fly
the friendly skies, remember reservations should be made sometime between your seventh and eighth
birthday.
If you remember anything, just
keep this in mind; it's a well-known
fact: University students need this
outlet; it's an integral part of their
college education.
So it's settled then. I'll see you in
paradise in a week or so.
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Kids play at University's nursery school
by Gloria Neesham
reporter

In at least one place on campus,
children finger-paint, build with
blocks, share snacks and take turns
feeding Bugsy the bunny. At the Child
Development Center, a licensed program operated by the Home Economics Department in Johnston Hall,
University students work with youngsters between the ages of two and
five.
At the center, undergraduates can
gain practical experience by working
wi*h preschool children and their

dateline

Tuesday, March 13

.....

...I
Little bricklayer

bg news staff/Sue Cross

Timmy Hayward, age 4, the son of Bob and Jenny Hayward. brings a truckload
of wooden blocks over lo finish up his dominos project.

Women in Business - Michelle
Abraham, an Owens-Corning Fiberglass representative, will
speak at 7:30 p.m. in 112 Business
Administration. Open to the public.
Christian Science Organization There will be a meeting at 8 p.m.
in the Fort Room of the Union.
Open to all.

THE STUDENT WELLNESS CENTER
.presents
"SENSIBLE FUN IN THE SUN"
Wednesday March 14, 1984
9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Union Foyer

families, Dr. Sally Kilmer, director of
the center, said.
"It is important for the students to
observe the growth and behavior of
real live children." she said.

the kids," Lori Clark, sophomore interpersonal and public communication major said. "I couldn't learn this
in a text book."

Intramural Bowling - Entries are
due by 4 p.m. in the Intramural
Office, 108 Student Recreation
Center, for anyone interested in
intramural bowling. Open to all.

UAO Mini Lecture Series - Dr.
Elizabeth Allgeier, will speak and
show a film on "Consensual vs.
Coercive Erotica" at 7:30 p.m. in
the Prout Main Lounge. Free and
open to all.

CLARK SAID that HOEC 321 stuAccording to Kilmer, University dents follow a child's progress during
students, faculty and parents may the semester and write a case study
observe the children through the cen- which explains how the child masters
ter's observation booth. The booth and develops tasks. She said the reoverlooks two playrooms and is ports are confidential and do not use
equipped with headphones so the chil- the child's real name.
dren can be heard.
"Children learn through selecting
Many home economic courses re- their own activities," Kilmer said.
quire students to observe the chil- "Learning is not structured, for indren.
stance, children learn a lot about
"I learn so much from observing numbers and foundation work

Environmental Interest Group There will be a meeting at 8 p.m.
in 102 Business Administration.
Open to all.
Peace Coalition - There will be a
meeting at 7:30 p.m. in 200 Moseley. Open to all.

APARTMENTS

FREE ANKLETS

DON'T LEAVE FOR SPRING BREAK UNTIL YOU
- -flgrnp BY THE UNION FOYER!!!

$

with purcnase
of any
Knit Top or Sweater
(sale items not included
open furs Eve 'til 9:00

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

>/t BLOCK TO CAMPUS
WE PAY YOUR GAS HEAT/
COOKING & CABLE TV
2 Bedrooms: furnished or unfurnished
Leasing for summer and fall
Rental Office:
Beat Western Falcon Plan Motel
*• across from Harshman Dorm ••
352-4671 (day)
352-1800 (evening)
ask for Tom

DON'T LET SPRING
BREAK PASS YOQ BY

Spend Spring Break in

20% Off

at the Ramada Oceanside

Michael McGreevey, sophomore
marketing major, is running for Undergraduate Student Government at*
large representative.
Presently an at-large representative for USG this semester, McGreevey is also a resident advisor in Kohl
Hall and a member of Delta Tsu
Delta.
He said he has a lot of leadership
experience and he is used to dealing
with people.
McGreevey was unable to be contacted last week and as a result was
left out of last Friday's article on atlarge representatives.

one day only

V,

DAYTONA
BEACH

At-large rep

Tuesday Special

Sunning tips and information
will be available as well
as FREE samples of
suntan products.

209.95

Dateline, a daily service of the
News, lists dates and times of
campus events. Submissions by
all organizations are welcome and
must be turned in typed and double spaced one week prior to the
event.

through playing one-t<MMe corrwpoBdence games.
The children are divided into two
groups,a morning and afternoon
group, which meet five dan per
week, three hours per day. 'TJe attempt to have a range of ages and
balance of boys and girls for each
session," Kilmer said.
Instructors Barbara Murphy and
Catherine Martin each supervise one
session per day and teach home economics courses. While supervising, at
least two students assist the instructor by reading the children a story,
helping them with a game, or sharing
a snack, Kilmer said.

HIRTS
HORTS
WEATS

and JACKETS
r\

IE,. S?\

•Kitchenettes Available
•Sightseeing Available
C209.95 based on quad occupancy)

LAST CHANCE TO SIGN UP!
Rental Cars Available:
$
39.95 for the week
Unlimited mileage

Sponsored by: SUNTIME TOURS
6585 Som Center Road
Solon, Ohio 44139

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
BOWLING GREEN REPRESENTATIVE
PEGGY REINKE 352-1108

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTOR
MARCH 13-15 HOURS 8-51
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Painted windows add flavor to mealtime
a holiday season or campus event.
Ed O'Donnell, general
manager of McDonald Dining Hall, said he is amazed
by the creativity of his
staff.
"It's exciting to see the
different creations they'll
come up with," he said. "I
am not much of an artist
myself, so I really appreciate their talents. The
paintings really add atmo-

and general outlines from
cafeteria managers serve
as inspirations to the
"masterpieces."

bv Beth Poffenbauoh
reporter

While eating in campus
dining halls, students view
art of a sort.
The cafeteria windows
are painted in eye-catching
colors to attract the attention of passers-by and dining hall customers, and to
lend a festive spirit to
meals. Christmas and holiday cards, student ideas

Cafeteria workers with
artistic ability are asked,
or often drafted, to help
with the window painting.
Armed with brushes and
quart tars of tempera
paint, the artists attempt
to create a painting which
will add a special touch to

Buff Apartments
Now renting for 1984-85
2 Mrm. furnished Afrts.
Heat, Sewage, Wafer & Cable paid
for by owner
*585.00 per semester per person
with 4 people

NE WLOVE MANAGEMENT

824 SIXTH STREET

sphere to special events."
Cafeteria employees,
however, are not the only
ones to lend their artistic
talents. O'Donnell sponsored the last window
painting as a contest in the
residence hall. The winners used grease pencils
and tempera paint to apply
their work onto the windows and were rewarded
for their efforts by a free
dinner in the Towers Inn.
Lou Ann Schafer, senior
interior design major, is
Founder's window painter.
"The windows take a
long time to do," Schafer
said,"so they usually let
me know ahead of time.
For a window in the theme
of Sadie Hawkins Day, I
went to the Pop Culture
Library to get some
ideas."
ALTHOUGH SHE often
works alone on the windows, Schafer said she prefers company.
"I like working with
someone else," she said.
"It's a lot more fun and
takes some of the pressure
off me. Sometimes, the
drawing of a person without a head will just have to
stay up there until I get
back to finish it, which
makes a lot of people laugh
at it in the meantime."
Finished window paintings, however, receive positive student feedback.

"One student is responsible and she usually has
assistants. We leave each
painting on the windows
for two to three weeks,
then replace them when
the next major holiday
comes along," she said.
Window paintings in the
cafeterias are sometimes
more permanent, however. Barb Erisman, coordinator for the University
food service operation,
was involved in creating a
stained glass effect on a
window in Harshman.
"For holidays and special
events, we use regular
tempera paint, but we
wanted a special effect for
that window," she said.
"Obviously, we couldn't
afford to get stained glass,
so we just settled for the'
next best thing."
Mildred Oglesbv, general
manager of Kreischer Cafeteria, said the windows
are painted every main
holiday to break up the
monotony of routine cafeteria mealtimes. "We like
to help chase the winter
blues away," she said.
"We get so manv positive
comments on all our window paintings that I think
students really appreciate
the work we put into it."
Although window painting has been traditional for
several years, Oglesby
said the staff has become
more involved in it this
year.

<<<

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK"
2 bdrm. carpeted apartments
Free Heat, Water, Sewer
Nicely panelled
Furnished
Laundry Room in building

352-5620

328 S. Main

BSBMJ

M
SURF
SHIRTS

352-1165

leB

SWEATS
13 COLORS
*

'j

SEE THE LATEST
STYLES IN
Fleecewear
Shimmels-Shorts
Flashdance-Cut Off
Sleeves Etc.

GUYS LEE Oenims
Unwashed Reg. 18.99-Now 14.95
u».
//

yi tin

u'oii|)

I .(.-.*. i ■ . I It, 111 l

ortlora

ft >r

Pre-washed Reg. 20.00-Now 17.95

GALS LEE
White Pin Stripe
Baggie Reg. 30.95
Now 25.95

mor«

• • > i 11 >• -t ir 1* I • |IOUp&,

DEECEE & ELY WALKER
Painter Pants

it's •■•' .-.i-.y t<> play Call youi
tit-, tif.t Donnno's Pizza -.\<>*«r
i it -i. lilt,

r

9.95

——-T—

Waists - 24-31

Domino's

ALL WINTER
MERCHANDISE
50% - 70% off

Jeans W Things for Guys 'n Gals
531 Ridge
352-8333

Defivers.". -

Hours - Mon-Thurs 10-8:00 F & S 10-5:30 Sun ■ 12-5

DQRML
The
Contest:

The
Rules:

Domlntfa Pizza «M awerd
Ires, 30 twos ptzzaa end
•oo.oo cash for fcjutd

1. Cany-out ofdera end
•IMwMnwk
from your anja't
Domino* a Ptaza atom
«• ba coontM « «•
are gMen your group'a
neme end erJdree*

DtueaakvlMigS/l/M
end running through
3/31/M

2. Any plnacwar $10 00
«•(» counted t«lce
3. The yrtnr*ig group* •
nama «- ba pubHahed
m Ina local ne««paper

j DINNER
,FOR TWO
I TWO 10" ONE ITEM
| PIZZAS PLUS
| COLA FOR ONLY 5.90
FAST FREE
DELIVERY

'5.99
you save
•1.18
352-1539
1616
E. Wooster

4. The location and time
of the patty Mil ba
convenient to both
the win ner» end
Domino* a PUia
8. The 30 ptaei win be
2-Kem pluaa The
«4nnar tefj have tha
choice) of Nama. The
piuaa do not have
10 ba the tame

FAST FREE
DELIVERY

Our driven) carry leaa
than J20 00
Limited delivery area
ei—10—■'nnrnw

nra
Irfl
Ml
BUITI

nsiTi
MBLLJi
$

7.99

you save
•1.37
352-1530

1616
E. Wooster

ONE COUPON
■-a

Open 7 Days

HOLLIS A. MOORE
SERVICE AWARD

COPIES

1000+
Think of Us!
$24.50 thousand
(Sam* Original)
(Same Day Service)
325 E. Wooster (Across from Taco Bell)

We are having a
Love Affair
rwith the Bear!;

NEW
Over 1000
.39* and up
Lots of styles \
Stuff ed- Flocked-Wood
1 ".4" Lapel pins
Crewel - Candlewick Counted Cross stitch
'Shadow Stitching - Stencils
Chicken Scratch - Needlepoint

yJlje Jfrenri) Unot
NEEDLEWORK AND CRAFTS
109 S. Main St,
352-3148
Bowling Green

Applications Available At:

1616 E Wooatar

0INNER
FOR FOUR
| TWO 12" ONE ITEM
I PIZZAS PLUS 2 COLAS
FOR ONLY '7.00

ONE COUPON
| PtB DOUBLES OHOeP. j

Fast, Free
Delivery
352-1539
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WERE FIGHTING
FOR VOUR LIFE

Long Sleeve
T-Shirts

T

QO brailClh

David DomBrosky, sophomore criminal justice major, sits under a St. Patrick's Day
decoration in the Commons cafeteria, which had its windows painted in honor of
the upcoming holiday.

ORDER
PER DOUBLESi ORDER

•
•
•
•
•
•

405 Student Services Building
305 Student Services Building
Union Information Booth
Commuter Center
University Bookstore
UAO Office

Recognizes outstanding
• undergraduates
• graduates
• faculty
• administrator
• classified staff

SUMMER SCHOOL
IN CLEVELAND

AT JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY
SESSION I
SESSION n
June 18—July 20 July 23—August 231
Gain one year in one summer!
• Business
• Mathematics
• Computer Science • Natural Sciences
• Education
• Religious Studies
• English
• Social Sciences
• Humanities
... and others
lb get our Schedule of Summer Classea.
mall coupon or call (216) 491-4318

John Carroll University
birector of Summer Sessions* University Heights, Ohio 44118

DEADLINE EXTENDED TO MARCH 16,1984
-Zip
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Uncontested UAO at-large elections today, tomorrow
Rita Glnley
stall reporter

will be the same as usual,
Tom Misuraca, UAO director, said.
Running unopposed has
"We have to run an open
not dampened (he enthu- election, otherwise the
siasm of candidates Dana election would not be offiZappia and Sheryl Bohn- cial according to the UAO
ing, who are vying for two constitution,
Misuraca
University Activities Orga- said.
nization director-at-large
He added that the lack of
editions in today's and candidates is not indicamorrow's elections.
tive of anything specific
Despite the unopposed within UAO, but rather,
candidates, the election that choosing to run is a

matter of personal choice.
"It's not an easy position
because of the large number of meetings and the
level of committment required," he said. "But it
can also be fulfilling because a student can learn
how other organizations
work and can nave some
input in them as well."
Zappia, freshman prelaw major, said that despite the lack of an oppos-

ing candidate, she is still
excited about the elections
and enthusiastic about
UAO.
"I wish there were more
people runnning, but even
though there aren't, I still
consider myself qualified," she said. "More
people would have made it
a bigger challenge."

DEBATElrom page l...
"They have to want to be
involved, tell us what they
want us to do for them," he
said
When asked to elaborate
on the kinds of solutions he
will propose to furthur minority and USC; relations,
Gierlach replied "What do
you want me to do, throw a
party?"
Student apathy appears
to be the major concern of

one voice; the bond between organizations (students ) and USG is not very
strong - trust hasn't been
built yet," Hollingsworth
said.

how it can help students; if
we are all unified together
we will be working for the
same thing," Wade said.
Smith, one-half of the
Wade/Smith ticket, believes student apathy
would lessen if more people knew what is going on

those running for office.
Candidates stressed the
need to let students know
about USG, what it Is and
what it can do for them.
According to Leigh
Hollingsworth, junior political science/pre-law major, USG and all campus
organizations need to Decome one voice.
"Ideally, USG should be

i iVii' in 1.11... I. v... ■■■■■i.. .v. i ii .i ..ii 11

s*

One way of building this
trust, according to Wade,
is to unify the campus as
one large sector.

said she is running for this
position because it would
provide the opportunity to
get involved in a number of
organizations.
Bohning, freshman accounting major said the
only problem she has with
running unopposed is that
she won't know whether or
not the campus thinks
she's qualified, but added
ZAPPIA HAS BEEN that she feels she is well
with UAO for a year and qualified.

:

:

:

M M MVI M M

Karen Reese, president
of UAO, said the job of
director-at-large is an important one because they

Banner believes that
unity and improving student apathy must start
within USG.

214 Napoleon Road

OOQQOBOBBB

—

"We have to improve the
internal structure of USG,
then we can get students
involved," Banner said.

Bowling Green, OH

CLEVELAND BOUND
Weekend Shuttle
Call NOW for Spring Break
Reservations
Shuttle Running: March 15
March 16
Returns March 25
354-2242

352-1195

HOUR
RESUME!

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

EFFICIENCIES
1 & 2 BEDROOM APTS,

•all utilities included »gas heat • laundry
facilities • drapes • carpet •party & game room
•swimming pool • sauna
$270-furnished
$250-unfurnished

WHOLE HOUSES

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$280-furnished
$265-unfurnished Plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage

Furnished and Unfurnished Units

Introducing the FASTEST Turnaround
in Bowling Green from the Resume PRO"s.
A one page Resume Typeset and Printed In

48 Hours
without any rush charges!

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS

GREENBRIAR INC.

are elected by the campus,
and therefore they represent the student body on
the UAO executive board.
"We're looking for individuals who can pre—it
themselves well became
they are our only representation. They are our public
relations people so they
have to be up on what u
going on in UAO as well as
other organizations,"
Reese said.

WEHE HGHT1NG FORVOUfi UK

Meadowview Court
Apartments

in i:i i:i::;:::' ■

WE OFFER

352-0717

"I like to be involved and
I think I could make the
campus aware of what
UAO and other organizations are doing," she said.
The position of directorat-large is the only UAO
position that is elected by

campus vote. The only requirement is that an individual have two
consecutive semesters of
experience with UAO. The
duties of the office entail
representing UAO at the
meetings of other campus
organizations.

Plan now for the 1984 School Year

"We need to getpublicity
out on what USG is and
ivilvlvlvi

with USG.
"We will send out minutes of our meetings to all
organizations, hall councils, Panhellenic council,
and Interfraternitiy council, this way everyone will
know what we are accomplishing," Smith said.

She has been with UAO
for one year and her interest in the organization
moved her to seek an office.

Our Services Are
Many.. .So Give Us
a Call
352-5762
111 S. Main

$225-fumished
$200-unfurnished
all utilities included, separate bedroom

224 E. Wooster

Frai membership to Cherrywood Health Spa with lease.

5th Annual Triathlon
Saturday, April 28th
Ralndate: April 29th

Distance Of events: S-*-n I mile Cycle ■ 24 mileslmdiwiijalsl & 12 miles (teams) Run ■ 9 miles
Divisions: Indmduals, males ot female lewis Coed rprediction
—

c.

For more
Information
n ^72-2711

Sign up By April 6 m the Student Retreatm Cenio
Participants meeting March 7, 9:30 P M IMessiine)

THREE KINDS OF PIZZA
Three Kinds of FUN.

o
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
APARTMENTS

M. Mand-Tossed Round,
Deep-Dish Sicilian and the
Monster. We make all three
kinds of pizza special for you.

THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN!
CLOSE TO REC.CENTER, MOVIE THEATRES. INTRAMURAL FIELDS, FRATERNITY ROW, BANK, FAST
FOODS AND ICE ARENA.

•Gas heat, hot water and cooking
included.
Tenant pays electric only.
(small monthly electric bill)
•Spacious 2 bdrm. apts. furnished.
ast, dependable, 24 hr.
maintenance.
• In-house laundry centers.
•Plenty of storage area.
•Now accepting applications for
summer and next fall.
Rental office located in Amherst Village
1520 Clough Phone 352-0164
(Behind Wendy's)
Office Hrs.: 9-5 Mon.-Fri. 8-2 Sat.

"AN EXUBERANT DELIGHT! IT LEAVES THE
RAVENOUS FOR MORE!"
—Frank Rich/NEW YORK TIMES

k AUDIENCE

"OUTRAGEOUSLY FUNNYII ADORED
IT! IT WAS WONDERFUL!"
—Nancy Gould/ABC-TV

300 E. WOOSTER
BOWLING GREEN

"4^^FjfcT* "'"''^■0'tt.UkM

354-3935

"I NEARLY DIED LAUGHING! LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS' IS A
NON-STOP ROMP FROM START TO FINISH. AS HYSTERICALLY
FUNNY AS IT CAN BE. GO SEE IT!"
-Katie Kelly/NBC-TV

r$T.ao"oFF""""
i
i

MEDIUM DEEP-DISH
SICILIAN
Limit 5 pizzas per coupon.
Cannot be used with any
other coupon or discount
offer. One coupon
per customer per visit.
Expires: March 31,1984

Noble Roman's

iI

300 E. WOOSTER ST.
BOWLING GREEN
354-3935

"THIS IS THE ONE, FOLKS! JUST ABOUT AS MUCH FUN AS YOU CAN
POSSIBLY HAVE IN THE THEATRE!"
-CALIFORNIA MAGAZINE

I LARGE DEEP-DISH
SICILALN
Limit 5 pizzas per coupon.
Cannot be used with any
other coupon or discount
I offer. One coupon
I per customer per visit.
Expires: March 31,1984
Noble Roman's
300 E. WOOSTER ST.
BOWLING GREEN

I
I

I
I
I

■ JSMW5

"•*•* (HIGHEST RATING) A GLORIOUSLY SILLY MUSICAL!"
—LOS ANGELES MAGAZINE
"ATREASURE! A FUNNY, CLASSY NIGHT AT THE THEATRE!"
—Richard Corliss TIME MAGAZINE

GOOD SEATS NOW ON SALE!
CHARGE TO CREDIT CARDS: (216)523-1755
(800)492-6048 in Ohio (800)492.8696 out of state
For Group Salet ONLY: (216)771 -4444

f$

6 WEEKS ONLY: MARCH 13 THRU APRIL 22
PUCES Tun InMlThtra Evaa ataOOpm TabM$?3 50. Orch Bones $.Loo« $20 Mau. $17 50
Bale $12 50 RearBaK $5 Fn Eve alSOOpm Sat Eva al7t 10pm Son alia7pm TabM$25 Ocf
Bo»ee&loga$23 50 Mau $20 Bale $15. Baar Bale $5 Please make your check or money orde< payable
10 Palace TtveaM eno man » Palace Theatre 1519 Euclid Are Clavelana OH Mi 15 Include home and
O"IOB pnona nu"ioa.j wiin a saB-aOOresaea alampad anvaiopa Be awa lo ado '5c per last handling charge

PALACE THEATRE. PLAYHOUSE SQUARE. CLEVELAND
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Gemayel wants an end to war, talks continuing
LAUSANNE, Switzerland (AP) Lebanese President Amin Gemayel,
urging an end to the "insane" war
that has rent his country for nine
years, asked his enemies and allies
yesterday to form a national unity
government.
After the two-hour opening session
of new talks, Lebanon announced
formation of two parallel commissions - here and in Beirut - to work
through the night to achieve a ceasefire.
In an emotional speech, Gemayel

implored the leaders of eight warring
factions to fulfill the hopes of "the
bereaved, the displaced, the needy
and those uncertain about their future
and their survival, all looking to us
here in the hope that we bring forth
the good news of salvation to a people
exhausted by massacres, and to a
nation afflicted with wounds."
Security was intense.
The Maronite Christian president,
Cced between the Christian factions
t support him and those that have
been fighting to oust him, listed four
principal goals for the conference:

•"An immediate end to the state of
war with a firm commitment and
obligation regarding an immediate,
stable, total and definite cease-fire.
•"Confirmation of a common understanding position, and steps toward uniting and liberating Lebanon.
•"Facilitation of understanding on
reform proposals, on all levels and
issues required by Lebanon's interests through the evolution of the systems.
•"Formation of a government of
salvation and national unity that will
assume the weight and the responsibi-

lities required by the gravity and
dangers of the present situation."
KEY CHANGES in the 40-year-old
power-sharing system, based on the
old dominance of Maronite Christians, are a major aim of the talks.
Gemayel appealed for an end to
"nine years of an insane and continuous war, saturated with killings,
kidnappings, shelling, destruction,
terrorism, population displacement,
moral, psychological and economic
deterioration."
Facing him were two seats re-

served for observers from Saudi Ara- withdrawal pact with Israel. Gemayel
bia, which has been trying to cleared the way to the Lausanne talks
negotiate a peace, and from Syria, by scrapping the May 17 treaty under
which supports militias opposing Syrian pressure. He said that turned
Gemayel's government. Still, Gem- out to be the "sole imperative option
ayel had warm words of praise for the in order to unify the people."
The cancellation outraged Israel
Syrian President Hafez Assad.
The Syrian observer, newly nomi- and brought harsh criticism from the
nated First Vice President Abdel- United States, which acted as mediaHalim Khaddam, did not arrive in tor.
Israeli troops invaded Lebanon In
time.
A previous reconciliation confer- 1962 to drive out Palestinian guerrilence was held in Geneva last fall, but las and remain in southern Lebanon.
was discontinued when participants Syrian troops have been in northern
failed to agree on Lebanon's troop Lebanon since the 1975-76 civil war.

Investigators seek clues in mysterious paranormal disturbances
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Two investigators yesterday poked through
the home of John and Joan Resch, a
Columbus couple who claim that their
house has been the scene of flying
objects, moving furniture and breaking glass. But Mrs. Resch warned
other probers might not get past her
front door.
Bill Roll, director of the Psychical
Research Foundation of Chapel Hill,
N.C., and his assistant, Kelly Powers,
arrived at the Resch home Sunday
and will stay there for a few days to

seek the cause of the disturbances
which the family said began 10 days
ago and seem to focus on 14-year-old
Tina Resch.
As Roll and Powers prepared to
begin work in the Resch home, the
family was also besieged by phone
calls and visits from people who claim
to have the solution to their dilemma,
among them a psychic calling from
Canada and a woman at the front door
who asked to come in and pray.
Mrs. Resch said objects flew, furniture moved and pictures rattled
through Sunday morning, but that the

veracity of the occurrences. All other
house has been quiet since then.
Roll and Powers brought video and possibilities have to be eliminated
audio recording devices, but Roll first.
"We'll draw up a floor plan of the
said, "the first and most reliable tool
house, and we'll begin to track the
is common sense.
"What you're looking for are nor- occurrences, look at where they bemal ways in which this person can gan-and ended... look for patterns."
Powers said they will explore the
perpetrate these acts by conscious or
trajectory, direction, distance and
unconscious manipulation."
ADDED POWERS, who described velocity of moving objects, as well as
himself as a clinical psychologist who their proximity to Tina.
Roll, author of "The Poltergeist,"
has studied such incidents for eight
years, "You don't start off with the said his foundation has studied three
assumption that something psychic is dozen similar cases. He said one-third
going on. We don't rubber-stamp the of the cases was disproved, one-third

r Field Manor Apartments
I
I 542, 560 Frazee Avenue
I 519 Leroy Avenue
I
$
I only 425
I
I GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717
I Offer Expires
March 16, 1984

month & electric

FOOD MART

Associate Professor. School of Journalism

"Electric Rates are going down"

speaking on: The Documentary for Television
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ICE CREAM

'/> (iHoa $

1?99

Cain's
POTATO
CHIPS
>•(
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COTTAGE CHEESE

SM0R0AS
PAC
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2 liter
bottU
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• Featuring the premier of GEOS,
his own 30-part documentary
series.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14 at7:30p.m.
403 MOSELEY HALL
FREE AND OPEN TO ALL

MM.

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
336 8. Main
352-5620

Greyhound's Spring Break

$
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• How small film and video
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• How documentaries are
conceived and produced.

MARCH 24, 1914.
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Three researchers from another
group, .The Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the
Paranormal, will arrive in Columbus
today and hope to meet with the
Resch family.

presents DR. LAURENCE J. JANKOWSKI

SALE PRICES 6000 WEDNESDAY,
MARCH 14 thru SATURDAY,

OLD FASHIONED

He hopes to have a preliminary
report on the Resch case by the weekend.

OPEN DAILY 7 A.M. TIL 1 A.M.

7 0RVS TIL miOniGHT
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i
i
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i
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Amityville, N.Y., home, where they
concluded that nothing that could be
verified as paranormal was taking
place.

AVOID LONG
WALKS
TO CAMPUS

The International Television Association ot Bowling Green

425 EAST
W00STER STREET

OPEN
PANTRY

yielded inconclusive findings and onethird was determined to be recurrent
spontaneous psychokinesis, the
unconscious ability of some individuals to affect the movement of objects
in their immediate physical environment.
One recent disproven case involved
an 8-year-old North Carolina girl who
was thought to be the victim of recurrent spontaneous psychokinesis. She
was deliberately causing the disturbances in her home, he said.
Rod said his organization also sent
researchers to the site of the famous

79

11V,

99

BEER ft WINE AT STATE MINIMUM PRICES!

DELI SHOPPE
SPECIAL
• FRESH DONUTS • HOT FOOD TO GO • HOT COFFEE • PARTY TRAYS •
• SOUPS SALADS • HOT CHOCOLATE • BAGELS •

Eckrich
Old Fashion

Loiifhorn
Colby

Raefford
Turkey

LOAF

CHEESE

BREAST

lb.

9
$i

I".'

$

lb.

I*

lb.

$069

2.

This spring break, if you and your
friends are thinking about heading to
the slopes or the beaches - or just
home for a visit - Greyhound
can take you there for
only $100 or less,
round-trip.
Between now and

March 27,1984,when you show us your
student I.D. card, any round-trip ticket
on Greyhound is $ 100 or less.
Anywhere Greyhound goes.
So this spring break, give
yourself a real break. Take
Greyhound anywhere, for
$100 or less.

Andleave deriving to us.

For more information call 353-5982
iwmMiwuniD CMWMIM NooM-aacturaia* noanKonatMnminaon
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leers drop two in overtime; still get NCAA bid
by Steve Qulnn
sports reporter

DETROIT - When Bill Wilkinson
said goaltending would be a key to
winning in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association tournament, he
certainly knew what he was talking
about.
Strong goaltending kept Bowling
Green's nockey team from winning in
last weekend's CCHA semi-finals and
consolation finals, suffering losses to
Western Michigan, 4-3 in double o\ ertime Friday night, and Ohio State, 3-2
in overtime on Saturday.
Overtime in Joe Louis Arena does
not seem to favor BG as its last three
losses at JLA have come by means of
overtime play. The first loss coming
last year at the hands of this year's

plaguing John Dougan from OSU's
opening game, Krautsak got the nod
from head coach Jerry Welsh.
Just 4:17 into the game, George
Roll got BG on the board first when he
stole the puck from an OSU defender
behind the net and circled around
Krautsak to record an unassisted
goal.
However, that was all BG would put
in the net until the third period. OSU's
Dave Kobryn and Bob Napierala
notched two goals to give their team a
2-1 lead in the second period.
PAUL POOLEY assisted on Kobryn's goal, giving him his 270th career point and lying former BG
player, Brian Hills for the number one
spot in career CCHA scoring.
"A couple of months ago I didn't
think I would do it," Pooley said. "I

better. They're (overtimes) supposed
to balance out."
HEALV HAD his share of fun in
foiling BG's offensive efforts. His
strong performances earned him the
tournament's Most Valuable Player
award as he stopped 93 shots for the
entire series.
"I think we've developed quite a
rivalry with BG," Healy saia. "We
get more psyched for this team. It
might be because the two coaches use
to work together."
Like the OSU game, BG grabbed a
2-0 first period lead against WMU, but
lost it in the second period when the
Broncos tied the game at two. In the
series, the Falcons who are normally
a second period team, surrendered
four of seven goals during the second
period.
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Bowling Green

IrsNrJ^'Vt"
Lake Placid
March 23
7:30 p.m.

Boston CJ.
Michigan State

NCAA Final Four
t

Clarkson

Championship

Lake Placid
March 22
7:30 p.m.

RPI

J

N. Dakota

tournament champion Michigan State
in the finals.
DESPITE THE losses, the Falcons
still qualified for the first round in the
National Collegiate Athletic Association tournament. Seeded third in the
West region, they will play the second
seed in the East region, Boston University, in a two-game, total goals
series this weekend.
OSU goaltender Bob Krautsak and
Bronco netmidner Glenn Healy each
held BG in check when they needed to
- Krautsak stopping 34 shots and
Healy saving 60.
In the consolation game, BG outshot the Buckeyes, 36-28, but Krautsak rose to the occasion to give his
team a season-ending victory. He was
not originally slated to start, but
because of a head and neck injuries

really wanted to break Hills' record. I
really work hard for it, and some of
the perseverance paid off."
BG's Dave Ellett knotted the game
at two when he scored his third power
play goal of the tournament. Ellett
was eventually selected to the alltournament team for his performance.
"I thought it would be (Gary) Galley shooting," Pooley said. "I didn't
know he had such a hard shot. He
really smoked one by us."
The overtime lasted only 4:33 when
Dave Beaudin put a shot past Gary
Kruzich to give OSU its first win over
BG in five attempts.
"We played two games within 24
hours," BG head coach Jerry York
said. "We have a lot of Irishmen on
our team. Our luck would have been

m" c

break their three game losing streak.

MIOEAST
Kentucky

LousvMe
Tulsa
Oregon St.
West Virginia
Maryland

> Lexington. Ky.
March 22-24
\-

vManova
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Seattle.

Miami. Ohio

WEST

Wash.
March 31
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soorts editor
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BG stunned by Eastern, 64-58

Brigham Young
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NCAA tournament this weekend, and tliminateCl in IirSt TOUnCl OlaV
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15-16
17-18
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The Broncos took the lead in the
third period when Stuart Burnie put
his team on top.
Once again Ellett tied the game,
but again overtime prevailed and the
» un «jj ' ^B
Falcons came out on the short end.
losing in the second overtime period.
"I told the guys that I was proud of
"^^* "~^them," York said. "Healy Just made
some outstanding saves.
"The only other great feeling I've
photO/PN MostufZO
ever had was my son being born,"
Wilkinson said of the win over BG.
"These guys don't know about the
Bowling Green's George Roll (15) is in the forefront as Western Michigan's Rob Bryden (21) scores a second
past, only what's in the future. We
period goal in the Broncos' 4-3 double-overtime victory over the Falcons Friday night at Detroit's Joe Louis Arena.
seemed to bend and bend and bend,
BG's Wayne Wilson is on Roll's right, while goaltender Wayne Collins tries to make the save.
but we just didn't break."
The Falcons will have their chance
to get back on the winning track in the i—i •
•
.
j •
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1984 NCAA Basketball
Championship Playoffs
Opening
Round
March 13

f«k^

V

B/J
Lake Placid
March 24
7:30 p.m.

Boston College
Minn.- Dulth

e

Texas-El Paso
Los Angeles. Call!.
March 23-25

ROCKFORD, 111. - They say the
third time's the charm, but for Bowling Green it was everything but, as
the Falcons were stunned in a 64-58
overtime loss to Eastern Michigan
last Friday night in the opening round
of the Mid-American Conference basketball tournament at the Rockford
MetroCentre.
It was certainly an unexpected
early exit for the Falcons, the tournament's third seed. The Hurons were
the sixth-seed, in the throes of a fourgame losing streak, and having been
drubbed by BG twice in the regular
season.
BUT THE reasons for the loss were
easy to pinpoint: BG shot only 40
percent from the field for the contest
and a miserable 42 percent from the
foul line, and the Falcons were outrebounded 46-30. Before one could say
'bye,' BG coach John Weinert's eighth
season was ended with an 18-10 record.
"You have to give credit to (EMU
head coach) Jim Boyce," Weinert
said after the Friday game witnessed
by 4,850 fans at the 9,000 seat MetroCentre. "I thought his team played
well. They started a big lineup tonight
and that helped them. But I'm proud
of our kids, we won 18 games this
year.

"As far as an NTT bid (National "In previous games with Eastern, we
Invitation Tournament bid, which the scored 13-14 baskets off the transition
Falcons didn't receive), our chances game. Tonight we had five or six."
FALCON NOTES: Miami was the
are slim and none, and slim just left
tournament champion, beating sevtown."
BG was up 25-21 at the half, but the enth-seed Eastern Michigan 42-40 on
engines were already running ragged. Chuck Stahl's 20-foot iump shot with
David Jenkins, although he ledBG three seconds remaining in Sunday's
with a game-high 19 points, was only finale. . . Stahl was named the tourl-of-6 from the foul line, and the nament MVP and headed the AllHurons whose trapping defense shut Tournament team that included sophdown BG's high scoring wings, were omore teammate Ron Harper, Kent
State freshman center Terry Wearsch
gaining notice.
Leading for the entire second half, and guard Larry Robbins and Toledo
the Falcons were up 50-48 with only 37 forward Ken Epperson. . . Kent State
remaining in regulation when Brian was the surprise of the tournament,
Miller missed the crucial front end of after upsetting second-seeded Ohio 5753 on Friday night and then beating
a one-and-one situation.
GAINING THE rebound, EMU's EMU on Saturday. . . OU head man
Danny
Nee, whose squad finished at
Fred Cofield hit a 17-footer with 19
seconds left. On the same play, BG's 20-8, followed the officials to their
Colin Irish was whistled for pushing lockerroom following the Bobcat
off under the basket. Phil Blevins loss. . .Nee, the black sheep of MAC
made the two charity tosses, giving coaches, stayed in Rockford for the
the Hurons a four-point play and a 52- duration of the tournament, but did
not attend any of the remaining
50 lead.
Irish tied the game with two sec- games.
Eastern Michigan (64)
onds left, putting in a fall-away
jumper from the right side off a Buttrom, 1-0-2; Blevins, 5-9-19; Giles,
missed Jenkins' shot. But the Hurons 6-5-17; Brown, 1-0-2; Cofield, 7-2-16;
scored 12 of their overtime points James, 3-0-6; McCaskill, 0O-0; Coofrom the charity stripe, as a Blevins' per, 0-2-2. TOTALS: 23-18-64.
Bowling Green (58)
two-handed slam dunk signalled the
end for BG with 22 seconds left in the Jenkins, 9-1-19; Irish, 5-1-11; Faine,
4-4-12: Miller, 3-0-6; Taylor, 4-0-8;
overtime period.
"On a scale of one to 10, I'd rate our Abendroth, 1-0-2; Booker, 0-0-0. TOperformance a one," Weinert said. TALS: 26-6-58.
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bg newi *taflfJames
Bowling Green's Colin Irish (center) agonizes over the Falcons' 64-56 overtime loss to Eastern Michigan In the first
round of the Mid-American Conference post-season tournament at the Rockford MetroCentre. Freshmtn
Frank Booker (left) and Mike Maleske (right) are seated next to Irish.
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BG gymnasts finish second in MAC'S
by Karl Smith
sports reporter

Bowling Green's hopes for a third
straight ^Mid-American Conference
gymnastics title came to an abrupt
end in DeKalb, 111. as Kent State
edged the Falcons by a mere point,
HUtUlS.
The Falcons were the meet favorites, despite the fact that the KSU had
defeated BG in January. BG had
beaten the Golden Flashes last year
by less than a point to take the MAC
title. BG head coach Charles Simpson
said that being the top team going into
the meet had its disadvantages.
"It's easier to get your team up
when they're not expected to win,
Simpson said. "We Just didn't have
that 'we have to have it' attitude that

Kent had."
PACING THE Falcons to a sceond
place finish were senior co-captain
Julie Bender, junior Leslie Schipper,
sophomore Shelley Staley, and freshman Ellen DiCola. BG managed two
first places and one third place finish,
all by Bender.
The top event for the squad was the
vault, as Bender captured first place
with a fine 9.20 mark followed by a
sixth place tie between Staley and
Schipper with 8.9 scores.
Bender also nailed down fourth
place in the uneven parallel bars with
a tally of 9.00, not too far off the
winning mark of 9.15 posted by KSU's
Cheri Roscover.
Bender was BG's top finisher in the
floor exercise as her routine gained
an 8.9 mark, again close to the win-

in as many years she has received the
honor. Although it may have seemed
like a very good day for the Falcon
gymnast, Simpson realized it was not
one of her better performances.
"It was not one of Julie Bender's
better days, even though she tied for
first in the all-around she should've
won it outright," said the lOth-year
mentor. "It wasn't her normal stellar
performance."
BG let the meet slip away In the
uneven bars. The squad drew the
beam as its first event, recognized as
the worst draw, but did a competent
Job. It was on the bars in which the
'alcons had too many falls and not
enough points to hold off the Golden
Flashes, who drew a bye in the first
round.
"We lost the meet in the bars, we

score of 9.0, which came from
KSO's Kathy Collett.
Collett would later outdistance DiCola in the balance beam as the
Golden Flash gymnast tallied a 9.0 to
gain first place as DiCola settled for
fourth with an 8.7 score. The 'Flashes
performed well, but according to
Bender, BG is still the MAC'S top
team.
"Kent was definitely up and they
shined in a lot of events," Bender
said. "But I still think we're the better
team."
IN THE all-around, Bender was BG
leader once again as she shared first
Elace with Northern Illinois' Darlene
lavis as they posted identical 35.60
marks.
Bender was the lone Falcon named
to the all-MAC squad, the second time

ATTENTION: ALL OFF-CAMPUS AND COMMUTER STUDENTS!!

The Commuter Off-Campus Organization
will elect it's officers for the 1984-85
school year on
Thursday, April 5th 1984.
Petitions are now available for
President, Vice President, Treasurer, Recording Secretary,
Communications Coordinator, Facilities Coordinator, Activities
Coordinator and Undergraduate
Student Government Representative.
Any student who does not live in University
owned housing and is in good academic standing
may fill out a petition.
Petitions are due Thursday, March 15*, 1984 at 5:00 p.m.
For information call 372-0360 or 372-2573.

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
(NEXT TO STERLING & DORSEY DRUGS)
PHONE 352-9302 (24 HRS.)
THE IDEAL LOCATION FOR CONVENIENCE, COMFORT AND
SAFETY!
CAMPUS MANOR IS A 2 MINUTE WALK FROM ADM.
BUILDING. MOST CLASSROOMS AND OVER 20 RETAIL
SHOPS.
\
WE FEA TV RE 2 BEDROOM FULL Y FURNISHED
APARTMENTS WITH:

CARPETING - GARBAGE DISPOSAL - CABLE T. V. LAUNDR Y - SPACIOUS CLOSETS - AIR
CONDITIONING - PARKING A T YOUR FRONTDOOR
- FAST EFFICIENT ON SITE MANAGEMENT &
MAINTENANCE
SECURITY LIGHTING - STEEL DOORS WITH
DOUBLE LOCKS - I 1/2 BATHS

-FLEXIBLE PA YMENT TERMSCAMPUS MANOR HAS NEW OWNERSHIP AND MANY OF OUR
APARTMENTS WILL BE COMPLETELY REDECORATED FOR FALL.
VISIT OUR OFFICE/MODEL #B-I5. TODAY AND RESERVE YOUR APT.
FOR FALL '•$ OR SUMMER. OPEN DAILY. MON.-SAT. - ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES.

YOU CAN LIVE AT CAMPUS MANOR
FOR '143.00 PER MONTH (4 person apartment)

ALL UTILITIES FURNISHED
EXCEPT LIGHTS.

ENCHILADAS SUPREME
$3.95

Bowtoj Onto MM MMMMJ

STUDENT RECREATION
CENTER COUNCIL
• The SRC Council is a student-dominated
group that makes important decisions for the
SRC
• The primary goal of the SRC is to preserve
the SRC as a student's facility open primarily for
informal, "Drop-in Recreation"
• Everyone is welcome to apply. Pick up
applications in SRC office 8 a.m.-5 p.m., Mon.Fri.

The Bowling Green High School
had too many falls," Simpson said. hockey team put the final touches on
"Kent almost blew it because only its most successful season in the
two of their six girls didn't fall, but school's history, capturing the state
they only needed 40 points. We just championship with an impressive 10-3
didn't have enough cushion."
win over Toledo Whltmer Sunday.
AS HAS been the story for most of
The Bobcats entered the contest
the year, the Falcons were struggling sporting a 30-1 season record and a 28
with injuries. Staley's all-around per- game winning streak.
formance was her first in a month,
BGSH was the heavy favorite in the
while freshman Tiffany Kosmerl game, and proved to be the champs
completed the all-around for the first hitting Whltmer with six goals in the
time in over six weeks. Also, DiCola is first period in the Brooklyn Recrestill recovering from an ankle injury. ation Center.
"The injuries, to an extent, played a
The state championship was the
part (in the second place finish), BG sixth title the Bobcats won this seaassistant coach Julie Kneipp said. son. In regular season action, the
If the team receives a bid to the Bobcats captured the Thornton Park
NCAA regionals at Penn State on Holiday Tournament, the Tam-OMarch 24 as expected, the squad will Shanter Christmas Tournament and
have to be at 100 percent. The bids will the Northwest Hockey Conference
not be sent until next Monday.
championships.
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GET INVOLVED-APPLY TO THE

BG Bobcats win
state hockey title

Board of Student Pubkafaa

is now accepting
applications for

Entire Month of March

The Best
MEXICAN FOOD
In Town

the bQ new/

SUNDANCE
392-1092

EDITOR
Commencing following Spring
Break through 1984-85 academic year
Applications Available: 106 University Hall
DEADLINE: Wednesday.
March 14, 5 p.m.

536-3701

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
NOW TAKING DEPOSITS FOR FALL

OuMM. NY mm CAU rOU. FREE »00-22M7e2

'SARLY BIRD
SPECIAL"

hky«gy^r»iriiirt

WE PAY HEAT. WATER. CABLE
AND TRASH PICKUP
3 Locations- Napoleon Rd., Palmer Ave.,
Summit St.
$10.00 per month OFF rent if lease
is signed by March 31st.
1 & 2 BDRM APTS
Furnished & Unfurnished

'

•

400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

Weekends 9-5:00

Saturdays 10-3:00

Evenings by Appt.
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Happiness at the end of the world

Nee fuming over NIT snubbing

ROCKFORD, 111. - When Doug
Logan, the optimistic general
manager of the Rockford
MetroCentre Introduced the
advantages of holding the MidAmerican Conference tournament
to an angry and somewhat
confused contingent of sports
»
writers and coaches at the preseason basketball meetings, many
just shook their heads in disbelief.
Logan, with quick as a whip
remarks, fancy suit and enormous
cigar in hand, looked and sounded
like any run-of-the-mill salesman
trying to convince MAC followers
that the decision by the conference
brass to play this season's
tournament in Rockford was the
right one.
BESIDES, THIS was the same
guy that single-handedly booked
the Rolling Stones in his 9,000-seat
arena.
Still, the meeting ended with
many in attendance as pessimistic
as when they entered. The main
concern was why a league with
eight of its 10 members in Ohio and
Michigan would want to travel to
Illinois for a weekend tourney.
The answer from Logan and
conference commissioner Jim
Lessig was that the MAC needed a
site known to all - especially the
television media - where the
championship will be played.
Last season, the games were
played at the home court of the
highest seed, making It hard for

ATHENS, Ohio (AP) Ohio University coach
Danny Nee said yesterday
he was stunned when the
selection committee for
the National Invitation
Tournament bypassed the
Mid-American Conference
team that posted a 20-victory season.
•'I think we have definitely played the schedule,
had the reputation and the
type of players that would
be worthy of a post-season
tournament," Nee said.
Ohio defeated Niagara,
Manhattan, Siena and Pennyslvania, but lost to DePaul, Duke and Ohio State
in its non-conference
games this season.
The Bobcats finished
second in the regular-season MAC race to Miami ,
but were upset in their
first-round conference
tournament game by Kent
State Friday night.
"I don't think one game
in the tournament should
knock us out of any postseason consideration, he
said.
Ohio wound up with a 208 record, second only to
Miami's overall mark of
24-5. The Redskins, of
course, have qualified for
the NCAA Tournament by
winning the league tourna-

fans, and especially television
stations, to make plans with such
little notice. The fans were there,
but the TV money wasn't.
Last weekend featured the six
tournament games on the tube, but
many fans didn't make the long
haul to Rockford.
It was outspoken Ohio University
coach Danny Nee who coined the
most popular phrase of the
weekend. He referred to Rockford
as "the end of the world." And
from the six-hour drive from
Bowling Green, Nee was close to
the truth.

Sideline

by marc delph
assistant sports editor
BUT LOGAN, with a semisuccessful attempt to play the
whole affair with Nee off, wrote
"Danny Nee - Welcome to the end
of the world" on a billboard at the
edge of town.
And Logan, with much more
success, presented the people of
the MAC and the residents of
Rockford with an excellent and
eventful tournament. The whole
affair ran as well as the Miami
Redskins did to take home the
trophy and earn a spot in the
upcoming NCAA Tournament.
From the pre-tourney banquet,

through the 'Hey Moe, Hey Moe'
sound of the Jump in the Saddle
Band, originators of the fad hit
"Curley Shuffle" which performed
after Saturday's semi-finals to the
Cgame awards ceremony on
lay, the Rockford debut was a
success.
"I think it was very successful,"
Lessig said. "Not only what the
tournament did for the MAC, but
what the people of Rockford did for
the tournament, they were very
enthused about it.
Lessig did not forget to mention
the mainstay of the whole tourney the players.
"The best way to judge a
tournament is by what it does for
the players," he said. "Win or lose,
they got a great experience from
the whole thing, not to mention
gifts."
Next season marks the second
year of the four-year pact made
concerning the tournament. It will
be held at Toledo's Centennial Hall
before returning to Rockford in
1986.
THE TOLEDO site appears to be
the most logical, as the city is
centrally locatedin the conference.
But many people, especially
coaches, don't like the notion of
playing on UT's home court. The
billboard will read: "Welome to
Rocket Country."
One thing is for sure, though, a
lot of sports writers will be looking
forward to returning to Rockford.

NCAA ticket information
nal four in Lake Placid,
N.Y.
The series winner will
face the winner of the
Michigan State-Boston College quarter-final series on
Friday, March 23.
The Falcons lost to Ohio
State in the consolation
game of the Central Collegiate Hockey Association
Elayoffs last Saturday, 3-2.
ut received an NCAA bid
based on their regular season record.

had taken MAC teams in
the last two years.
"Last year, Bowling
Green played Michigan
State in a very fine ball
game," he said of the 1983
NIT first-round game
which BG lost 72-71.
"And the year before,
Toledo played Michigan. I
thought we deserved a shot
to play somewhere. I'm
disappointed for our players. I know they were

looking forward to it It
shuts the door on us and
ends our season on a negative note."
Nee believes part of the
problem is one of national
identity for the MAC, a 18team league spread over
Ohio, Michigan, Indiana
and Illinois mat plays in
the shadow of the Big Ten
Conference.

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
FEATURING 649 SIXTH STREET
"only a few left"

FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER
MANY NEW SETS OF LIVING ROOM FURNITURE
MANY NEW SETS OF DINING ROOM FURNITURE
NEW WASHERS/DRYERS DELIVERED IN MARCH
1-1/2 baths
2 bdrm, carpeted

"THE OWNERS CARE ABOUT YOU!"
352-5620

328 S. MAIN

352-1165

The C<££S» General Store
Andersons

Good Values Every
Tickets for the Bowling
Green-Boston University
NCAA quarter-final
hockey series this weekend, March 16 and 17, will
go on sale at the Memorial
Hall Ticket Office beginning at noon today. Tickets
are priced at $7 per game,
and will be on sale until 6
p.m. Wednesday.
The Falcons, seeded
third in the west, travel to
BU, the second seed in the
east, for a two-game, totalgoals series in Boston.
Both games begin at 7:30
pjn., and the series winner
advances to the NCAA fi-

ment Sunday in Rockford,
m., beating Kent State 4240 in the tifle game.
Ironically,' two other
Ohio schools with worse
records were selected for
the 32-team NTT field that
starts play tomorrow
night. Ohio State, 15-13,
will play at Xavier, 20-10,
in a first-round NIT game
Thursday night in Cincinnati.
Nee noted that the NIT

Day (or Family,
Home, Auto & Farm

518 Illinois Avt. Maum*. • Mon - Sal 8-9 • Sun 10-5

Turn Your Everyday Meals Into Special Occasions
Values from our Deli-Bakery, Wine Shop and Produce Market.

Further ticket Information may be obtained by
calling 372-2762.

FOR THE TIME OF YOUR UFE

WE'LL PAY YOU$1,000
TO MOVE TO
841 EIGHTH STREET

Fresh Baked
Daily

ITS YOUR CHOICE!
But M'a MM that it MM al least 11.000 awn per |Nf U li«» "«MM" to
fMfll Maker UMM l»* "far" fraas tiwsai Bat Jaet haw fa» ia far - aol
nry. It UkM «-l. aa .dditioaal IN —fie U walk froea Eiffctt oHraat
to r'oarta Strut Lat'e My aa titta * eMaeMa a day Isa't that warta M.
in* 11.000 of «w BOMJ. W«**t ftrt east agarlaataU thai ar* M aka ar
nwwr than UMJM "CMM" U «■»■■■ W« waal pay y*a 11.000 aa fro* —
bat »«'H IWM* jmm with a aara ate* aaarlawat aae) a rfcaaw to •**•
ywrattf ll.Mt aast rear aad aa.e the liaw of yaar life

Riffttl — ym'n ha>u>f the liaM *f y«u life Yaa BM> Mt realm it bat
Taae jwm MM m IMMM 11 .ON aartop aa* f ■**• «•»•» nfttaf.
1 lil'-in'-'r'ir—
•'
**-'
•~-»-^->-*t

■take UM aMat af l**ai Par iafanaattkaa aa taw OH lal lw* beaVtma
■QirfMti nil « Kaa ay TU Maavilk-

'80 Pedroncelli Cabernet Sauvignon.
Sebastiani Country Pinot Noir 1.51

French Bread.

Of*

Germany

Bagels

2-1'

H. Schmitt Sohne Liebfraumilch 1.5L.

or 5 for 1.00

| Nnntniiin Real Estate Company ^
V
IIKOKI KM.I A \1\WI.I Ml M
J,
Onion Sticks

354-3951

a€ I

53
53
5a

i
53
53
5a
53
5a
5a
5a
53
%
5a
5a
53

Katherine Baxa
Amy Beach
Paula Brady
Susan Burrows
Linda Eggert
JillFlaig
Mary Friedl
KeUy Fry
Lori Gerken
Christive Karda
Amy McFarland
Kathy Meyers
Michele Mlddkton
Michele Names
Betsy Papenhagen
Lisa Passov
Kristin Peterson
, Monique Silverwood
Vickey Sullivan
Monica Thein
Jennifer VanDenBerg
Kristine Vesely
Christy Wilkinson
CONGRATCI LATION81H

Af Af AT Ar Af Af Af AT AT AT AT Af Af AT

Spain
'78 Marques DeCaceres, Rioja

5.99

2.98

Look over our large selection of wines from
around the world ... to suit your palate and
your budget. If we don't carry your favorite,
we'll special order It. Talk with our wine merchandiser, Mark Palay.

9" Hi Rise Cherry Pie.

Supplier Specials In
Our Deli
Grobles Corned Beef
Hot Pepper Cheese
Amish Baby Swiss Cheese
Deli Ham

Difference
702.

w
ISSS?

99*
Colgate
Toothpaste
15* off
4.6 and 5 oz.

Our specialties mrt meats and cheeses.
Look over our great selection, value priced
every day.

Fresh Produce Arriving Daily
White Grapefruit
3/75', 7.77
Pink Grapefruit
3/1.00, 8.88A
California Navel Oranges
6/99°,
11.99/OM
Bananas
4 lbs. for 1.00
We make every effort to offer you a wide
selection of fresh fruits and vegetables ...
all priced as everyday values. Compare our
selection.

2.68

1.97

Tampax
Tampon
40's
35»ofl

Listerlne
Mouthwash
60* off, 32 oz.

Alka Seltzer
Tablets
36'S

88*

1.38

2.48

Mennen
Speed Stick
25< off, 2.5 oz.

Bufferin
Regular
Strength
Tablets

Colgate
Instant Shave
20* off, 11 oz.

100'S

ATAT

3.98 lb.
2.39 lb.
2.79 lb.
2.39 lb.

Values on Health and Beauty Aids

1.58 • 2.68
5

b.49

'82 Marques De Caceres, White Rioja. .5.99

\Y AT Af Ar AT Af AT Af AI~ Af Af Af Af AT AT AT

5a

4.99
6.99
5.50

or 4 for 1.00
Pies

DELTA GAMMA
IS PROUD TO
ANNOUNCE THEIR NEW
5
1984 INITIATES. . .

California
'80 McDowell Valley Zinfandel

Breads, Bagels,
and Onion Sticks

CONSIDER THIS

Our Wine Specialist
Suggests:

BUMRIN

10 bg news/march 13 1984

ROADWAY SERVICES. INC.
AKRON. OH
4-04-84 INTERNAL AUDITOR. Pro!
2 8 S QPA overal. any roajor wan 1
semeeler Acct, Doc. 83. May. Aug
OrarJa. (t I 28 slots Groups ol 4

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Umcti 13, 1984
«t"-Up to UrWvererty Placement
Seretcee Third Flow of Ihe Student
$ervtcss tuMoSng.
The tortowing employers wd be on
campus ths «Hk ol Apr! 2. 1984 to
rilsrview Mereeted cendktsfes S«gnUtqnWKMMi,. March 14 for Ihe
Wowing schedules Sign-Up w« bo
hstd Irom 7 30 AM to 8 00 AM In
no FOOT ol MM Student service.
■ ■■■m lor Employer SchMuMs
(Buemees. Government. Agencies.
•nd Graduate Schools) Education
Sign-Up wB bo hold on Thursday.
March 15. Irom 6 00 P M 10 6 30
P M n ma Forum ol the Student
Sendees Stdg,
A CREDENTIAL FORM MUST BE
TURNED M FOB EACH INTERVIEW
OR OVERFLOW YOU SCHEDULE
SUN—UP PROCEDURE: At the time
ol Ngn-up. you must present Student
ID. along with a copy ol your Credenkal Form lor each Interview or overflow you schedule
Quaiillod
canOoales are those who meet the
academic degrees, majors and graduation dales requested by the employers kled below Those who do
not meet these requirements wi not
bo Interviewed Only permanent residents (US cottons) are considered
unless otherwise indicated The number In | ) indicates the number ol
schedules requested by the employer

MKHICAN MUTUAL MSUR- CO.
DETROIT. M
4-06-84 MGMT THNEE BVany mafor In BUB. Col. wati strong communrcaoon skras. B/any major n ASS
Col. with some erodes In EOT .
Acct, Fin . Mgmt . Eng Comm., or
Math Al abovo 2 5 S QPA overel
■nd active rivotvement n Communrly
or coiegstte scttvreoa. Doc 63. May
Grade (1) 7 slots
QOLDCtRCLESTORES
WORTMSNGTON. OH
4-06-84 MQR IN TRNO: STRoM.
Fash March, Doc S3. May. Aug,
Grads HI 12 slots
EDUCATION
EDOEWOOO CITY SCHOOLS
TRENTON, OH
4-02-64 matt Music gradaa S. 6 and
Aset H.S. Band: Math, Gradaa 8-12,
DOC 83, May. Aug Grads |2| 6
slots each
LAKE COUNTY SCHOOLS
PAMESVrUE. OH
4-02-64 Moth, Gradaa 8-12. MathPhyscs or MattvChem . Grades 912. Eng. Grades 912. Art, Qradoo
8-12: voc Music. Gradaa 6-12. Al
other majors may ■ m, May Grade
12) 11 slots each
OLENTANOY LOCAU
DELAWARE CO. SCHLS
Delaware, OH
4-02-64 MettvComptr So: Commu
nrcjoana wrtn Drama H or with
Journ
ml .
Eng'Drama/French.
French. Doc S3. May OrarJa. (1) 11
slots
FAIR80RN CITY SCHOOLS
Falrborn, OH
4-03-64 BUI. Mam: Compre Soc
Std: Rooong (Sec): Elem Ed: Doc.
83. May. Aug OrarJa 12) 7 alow. 00
INDIANAPOLIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
MOtANAPOUS. W
4 04-84 Al areas ol Spec Educ ol
levels. Al Sci areas Math. Doc S3.
May. Aug Grads (1) 9 slots
4-05-84 Al areas ol Spec Educ al
levers. Al So areas. Math. Dec 83.
Mey. Aug Grads (II 5 slot
NORTH ROTALTON CITY
SCHOOLS
N. ROYAL TON OH
4-04-84 Baal.: Math md Are). Doc.
S3. May. Aug. Grads (1) 10 slots
Elem Ed
Dec 83. May. Aug
Grade (1) lOstot
SAN FELIPE DEL RrO SCHOOLS
DEL RIO. TX
4-04-84 Eiem Ed: Eng. Math; Al
Sol areas Fosowlng Spec Ed. si
levels ID; Deal Ed; speech Path;
MSPR: Elem Music w/atrtnga background; DEC 83. May, Aug Grade
(1) 12 slots

Businesses end Organizations
METROPOLITAN INSURANCE CO.
SOUTHFIELD, Ml
3-28-84. COHP SALES
GROUP
MS: Bins. Doc 83. May. Aug
Grade |1)6 slots
ARMOUR DIAL COMPANY
FARMINGTON, Ml
4-03-84 SALES REP
USereng
Sales. IPCO. Comm or any major
mtoresled In Solos. May. Aug Grade.
(2| 12 slots each

MUTUAL OF NEW YORK
Dayton. OM
4-04-84 SALES B/lns . Fin or olhor
Bus or Comm majors w'deslre to
sol, Doc 83. may Grads {21 13 slots
each

PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE CO.
Toledo. OH
4-04-84 SALES/SALES MGMT TRNEE FJ Bus Adm |A1S|. Selang
'Sales. Advert .
Retail. Mgmt .
Comm. Doc 83. May Grads [II 11
slots

MARerTTA CITY SCHOOLS
MARIETTA. OH
4-06-84 Aest Prtn far MS. OUU.
Or tor MktScf.: Guid Cnalr lor Mid
Schl. HS Mali: HS Comoro Sci .
Dec. 83, May OrarJa. (1) 8 Hots
Elem Ed. ID tor Elem level. Flooding
lor Bom level. Doc 83, May Grads
mserots
WASHINGTON COURT HOUSE
SCHOOLS
Washington Court House. OH
4 05 84 Elem Ed; Dec 63. May.
Aug. OrarJa (1) 12 slots Math;
MetrvSci. LD al levers. MSPH al
reveal. Dec 83. May. Aug Grads (1)

Or. Alpm ,sks tmt H»u itl**m W

HUH

•

LEIGH MOUJNGSWORTH
TODAY
N THE B A BLDQ

Amy. Orris. I Carte-Oat psyched lor
a wtvj winter wedrjng The Greentree
worrit ever bo the same after we're
dona partying al mghl long Brad

FALL

SEMESTER WASHMOTON
M ALL FIELDS AND
MAJORS plus opportunities to work
INTERISSHBPS

NEWARK CITY SCHOOLS
NEWARK. OH
4-06-64 Bus. Ed (Voc. IOE COE.
BOE); Al areea Sci tor SEc level.
Sec
Moth. Coaches al sports
(women and man) cert other than
P.E., DEC 63, May. Aug Grads |1|
7 slots
EMR al levele. LD. BO al revora. Doc
63. May. Aug Grads (1) 7 slots

tees. rasTfartll party rxmmmeoe. cam
pargn conrjufjng flrma, congreaalonal
and aafHaQnal campaign committees,
and lobby and study groups such si
the Nettonel OrganUabon lor Women
and the Naaonal Coneervasve Poetical Action Comma— APPLICATION
DEADLINE: Apr! 2. For Wormallon.
conisct Nancy MSar. ConMr tor
Educ Opllona. 231 Admm. Bkjg
(372-0202).

PRE-BREAK SfECIALS
SWIMSUTS t SHORTS

MKOW

DANOEANGEUS
USG AT LARGE REP

FALCON HOUSE
140 E. WOOSTER

VOTE TODAY!
THANKS"

BACCHUS meets weakly on
Wednesdays al 8 00 pm m 515 Ule
Science Btdg Here's your chance to
got nvorved' Everyone welcome.

ItsMs,

ELECT
PETE BANNER
KAREN CHRIST
PRESIDENTfVICE PRESl
DENT
MARCH 1Sth»14th
U.S.G. IN '84

VOTE STEVE HANNA USG REP
VOTE STEVE HANNA USG REP
VOTE STEVE HANNA USQ REP

PRSSAMEETINQ
TUESDAY, MARCH 13
7:30 PM. BA 118
ELECTIONS FOB
1884-85 OFFICERS
WILL BE HELD

PLANNED PARENTHOOO
IN WOOD COUNTY
820N. Mam SI . BG
Ccnlldsntlal-personal care
Speck, rates. BGSU student.
Convenient Appta 354 3540

JACK'S BAKERY
ELECT PETE BANNER
ANO KAREN CHRIST
II.S.Q. PRESIDENT/VICE PRES.
MARCH 13TH-14TH

ICE CREAM DELIVERY

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

354-1001
Attention AMA Members Regretreaon Fee ol S70 lor the Chicago Trip
re Due by Monday. March 12 Make
checks payable to the American Mtrkstmg Association Csl Gary MaatJn
tor more datots

Elect
Wendy Bsrnhart
USO-Rop. at Largo

BGSU SKATING CLUB
TONIGHT a-10 PM.
BGSU S USQ NEED
BOB WADE ANO CINDY SMITH
USQ PRESIDENT AND
VICE-PRESIDENT.
VOTE TODAYIII

Eaitearaintal kitorosl Group wM
meet tonight al I Pm In 102 BA.
Officers lor no>l yeer will be
elected and preparations for Earthrioy aol oe discussed. Open to aH.

QAMMA PHI BETA PLEDGES
YOU ARE THE FANTASTIC 71 WE
LOVE OUR PLEDGES WE
COULDNT HAVE "SPECIAL ORDERED" WOMEN MORE FANTASTIC1 LOVE-YOUR QAMMA PHI
SISTERS

BOB WADE AND CINDY SMITH
ELECTION DAY IS FINALLY HERE
AND WE COULDN'T IMAGINE A
BETTER PRESIDENT/VICE PRESIDENT TEAMII QOOO LUCK. WE'RE
BEHIND YOU 100%ll
DAN AND ANITA

WOMEN IN BUSINESS
I torvght at 7.30 m 112 BA
l Abraham from Owens Corn
mg Fiaarojos. Open to ol.

Ride a enable to Ft Lauderdale area
Hasp share driving > gas Cal Torre or
Carol 352-6476
NORTH CAROLINA RIDES
Avojabk) tor SPRING BREAK!
WrLMrhttTON AND VrCrNTTY
CONTACT GEORGE 352-2807
(tor 2 to Port Columbus
Airport on Thursday. March 15 after
4:00 p.m to catch an evening flight
WB harp share gaa expanses Please
col Dana. 352-2118 or Barb 3541805

I FIGH H0LLINGW0RTH-YOU AM
A GREAT LADY-USG NEEDS YOU
AS VICE-PRESIOENTI WE'RE
THINKING OF YOU 1 VOTING FOR
YOUI LOVE. THE QAMMA PHI SETA*
Lisa.
Happy 21 at BeWday You're belt! Is a
special day my love. II buy you what
you're worth, but please don't tol
them what I've bought, lor I won't sal
back the earth I love you Bart
LITTLE PAM MORSE.
YOU FOUND OUT WHO I WAS LAST
NIGHT I'M GLAD YOU DIONT DC
FROM FRIQHT
THIS MAY BE
CORNY. BUT YOU We-L BEE. THAT
WE'RE THE BEST BK3-UTTLE IN AU
BQ
llUSa DIANE

ST. PATRICK'S DAY PARTY
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
GREEN" PLASTIC CUP SPECIAL!
MAIN STREET

Expert Typng
Col 362-73Q6 after 6:30pm
TYPING
LOW RATES
Resumes profesalonaty typed
362-5787

fnmfH, it 7:W mi iffm tmH

The Brothers ol Sigma PM EpsHon
would Hko

JOURNALISM 300
APPLICATIONS
ARE DUE

DAY—BY-OAY
'
PHOTO CONTEST
Rules avatofila In UAO office
Entries due Aprs 8

TUTORrNG
Basic Math - Algebra - Calculus
raaorjng — Grammar — Composition
CM874-3349 alter 6 p.m.
OAKHUBST LEARSNINQ CENTER

TEIWBONZA
YOUR THE GREATEST! CONORATULATIONS ON BEJNO CHOSEN PHI
TAU BASKETBALL QUEEN. YOU
DESERVE ITI LOVE SCOTT.

Hey you in rtrjlandsAro you MB "LOST"? I hoar there » a
known euro In BQ to take care ol
those proolerris
HAPPY 22nd BHTHOAY!
Try lo "Keep your shirt on."
especieey al the stone house
UjsfruaV yours.
Me in BO

CINDY QUEST, LENNA BARR S THE
MEMBERS OF THE COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION RESEARCH COMMITTEE: GREAT JOB!! I WISH THERE
WERE MORE STUDENTS LIKE YOU
ON THIS CAMPUS. THANKS FOR
YOUR CONCERN, STEVE 2JRKEL.

SERVICES OFFERED

Spring Mercnendlse arriving dory al
Joans NThmga 531 Ridge SI
Open Tonne ■ 8:00.

Have a case ol the ersoys
HAPPY HOUR everyday 4-8 pm
DOWNTOWN - CINCI

CARRIE WEIRTHANKS FOR ALL OF THE TIME
AND EFFORT YOU PUT INTO PLANNING THE BOWLING TOURNAMENT! YOU'RE VERY SPECIAL' WE
LOVE YOU! LOVE, THE QAMMA

Rlne Shore.
Congretutahone on your now Psnhel
cabrnal poamon ol leadership devetopmorrl. We're positive thai you I do
great' Becky Burge-you did a tentas•c |Obl Forow In the Alpha Gam Way'
Love, Your Alpha Gem Srstets
SPRaNG BREAK 84 CAPS
ON SALE MON-THURS
SI 00 B A BUILOaNO

GREEKS
VOTE TODAY
UNDERORADUATESTUOENT GOVERNMENT
SPONSORED BY aFC

BRAD KRIDER
FOR
USQ REP AT LARGE
MARCH 1JTH, 14TH

RIDES

ST oATRtCK'B OAY RARTK
WEDNESDAY NKJMT
OREEN" PLASTIC CUP SPECIAL|
MAIN STREET

ELECT ROSIE RUPERT
USQ. 8ENATOR-AT-LARQE
MARCH 11th. I41h

EVENINGS

BACCHUS meals weekly on
Wednesdays at 8.00 pm In 515 Ule
Science BUg Here's your chance to
get Involved' Everyone welcome.

MINI LECTURE PART 1
Dr. Elizabeth Alkjeier
TMS. M.rcK »
PROUT LOUNGE
OPEN TO AU

Ariorlon. Progoncy Taabj.
Lsmare Cleesss
Center lor Choice
rjowntown Toledo (41B| 255-776B

ELECT
JOEGERLACH
8
LEIGH HOLLNGSWOflTH
TODAY
M THE B A BLDQ.

PERSONALS

Professional Typing
Reason.** Rates
352-6858 Evenings

CONSENSUAL vs. COERCIVE EROTICA"

ELECT
JOEGIERLACH

CAN-TCOMPUTE"
CS 100 and MIS 200 Tutor. 5- per
minute Cat Thomas, 372-3031

Rice t

lo

Taml

oongratulate

Brian

Fisher on thaar en-

gegamem. Boot ol luck to you both.

THE POWER IS IN YOUR HANDS
VOTE IN USQ ELECTIONS
MARCH Ittt 8 14th
AT POLL SOOTHS LOCATED AT
UNIVERSITY HALL
STUDENT REC
BJLBULDaNQ
MATH SCIENCE ANO
UBRARY (P.M. OWLY)
Unity 14
Bob Wade and Cindy Smith
USGPrasVlcePrei.
I'm behind you to the topi

SPECIAL
WINTER Sr

WINTIA IMCMH

$4.50
Ph. 352-5166
203 North ITlaln
Opon 4 p.m.

80

P© " *

Additional Items 754 OOIrHtMirvtlv

13 In. On*
Horn PliZO

ChKagoSaukl.i.a

«•»••• 3/17*4

one coupon py pllia

I
I

w.oo
Ph 352-5166
Ph.
203 North ITIoJn
Opon 4 p.».

plS^

RddKloncJ Items 504 I
HtlOlirvHY

Horn Pino

ChuooeStylelilro

1

on* coupon

lM»e> J/17/84

zzz
o

a

pl"0

POM

zzz • zzz • zzz • zz t

BGSU'S FIRST
AND FOREMOST
COED FRATERNITY
PROUDLY
PRESENTS
M
ITS CHARTER
3
MEMBERS:

\

N Beth Anderson
M Anne Austerman
INJ Denny Brooks
N Larry Chambers
rJ Jon Federman
Kl
Jane Finley
»j
Ryan Fisher
[S Alison Jenkins

14

•

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
. r

'

H

iT
ACROSS
i Pi.nntG.-lli
5 Fan-Kl
rMUuCoil>*ut
9 0»itc«te [KiipW
14 Gimiei llo.vo>ing
15 induct. «>>nui
16 BatKHjin
17 Catrtam h»lhB>M
19 Animal ol •
C*fUin stripe)
20 InnttMn*
2i Takt pounois ut
23 Grog
24 CuMatOul
26 BackUl27 Sound ol
ducovaty
30 HattwfMlu'*
31 Coip intllals
33 PtvfnQma>n..o<th8>
f aft i«nd i»Ut*da
35 Unn*Kk>ilyot
M»»na lit
39 R^-J6I*OI
Europe
40 Soup geWriiaft
42 Montracpnt
43 Wucwtlul
44 »tO«nin«M lor
Clioaoa'd?
46 Mauno*
47 YatKw or WMa
48 Owl of
Si Eiorvjuata

12 Haimtulmtrwanca
13 Proff poaan
16 Kind ol loom
22 G>*Mk latiar
25 Partner ol-ad.
26 Ce*a-aaft
27 hVeel aa
280naenri
21 Vel again
32 Aaawmad
34 Sparkle
36 Miaa
■
Hegfett. "
37 City ol
WAIeeka
3»".
penny.
tia"j "
40 Huge
41 MaJLeluttMd
43 intaaerve
*i Bun*
*8 Washout*
49 Fla parrtNinentii.;
50 Conductor U$
oftheBoaton
Symphony
52 SeeftDown
S3 Bring out
55 Purawe
57 Pong>da
56 FanrahM
SO F-nnemein
American poetry
61 Pa*lo*AT»T
63 Prmimg abbr

54 AcU*MW*-0
pMvadCitw
S5 Poro-ta
56 G*l around
60 LifcaMumph.
Owmply
62 Sna.i or kmcMM
64 FlycMchar
65 Outl.draary
66 Trojnchtnt
67 Part ol a plant
OB R4«r«la<Hiftd
69 Sh# In Tuiin

DOWN
1 Actraaa Sornmtt
2 Saucy worrtan
3"
iniin
• howaani tnara
a wotftaniooha
5 H|!"l|ITl*« 1
CdUnM
6 VVHt>52 0own
owt.fjiionad
7 Itlandaolt
Scotland
8 Varnish
■ngrad-mt
9 Conluaing place
10 En*ng with
t4AcfOM
11 EckpM a«ad

1

i

7

I
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8338.
1 F rmte tor 84-85 school year
Super nice opt $92/mo pros Ights
Cal 3724171 soon!
F. Roorrrraota noodod 64-86.
•126/mo (gaa heel Me.) 8 etec
Atl/actfve lum. house 319 E. Evert
(2 bha. Irom camp ) CAI 372-3939

VOTE FOR SOB WADE 8 CINDY
SMITH. USQ PRESIDENTIVICE
aeaUaOENT

von
MKE MCGREEVEY
UBO RaTWSSraiTATtVE AT LAROE

School Swealshels. $14 96 prepaid
■nmeikoll dstyery Col 614862
1282 or wnte Box 471 London, OH
43140 tor more ■itaiaaja'UII.
ADOPTION Loving protoaslonal coupre wishes lo adopl inlanl Al medcal
eapanaaa paid. Cat 613-482-0948
8am- 5pm

Wedding Stationery

mini

•1

Mike Kirk

N Mary Monrfbrton
•l
Kim Porter
Tom Rossi
o
Kate Schleter
Skip Sweeney

H

FOR SALE
COUPON BOOK
CALL 372-8724
Engath darts A aoooaaonea
Pur cars Bike Shop
131 W WooaterSt 362 6264
For Sola: Track Lights-Brand new
w/furtures and track SBO 00 Mark
362-4H3.
1178 Toyota CoroBa. No mat. roll.
sole, food mlloega. AMfFM csesefle, mm battery •3,000 mllea nM» 1 best otter. J62-3394.
la I true you can buy Jeeps tor S44
thrpuah the US Government? Gel
the lasts today! CM (312) 742-1142
•st. 1794.

FOR RENT
Now Renting FM 1984
One 1 Two semester kjasss
Fusy turn. Efficiencies, complete
wlookx T.V.. Cable, al ubkties paid
OuW Atmosphere $266 |1 per).
$175 sa. (2 par I 354-3182 12-4
weekdays. 352 152aanytrme
121 East Marry 2-BdrnU4 parson.
Near Offenhausr Towers. seoOfperaorWsemestsr. Tenant payt only
kghts Building In eicehanl condl
Hon. John Nowroia Reel Eaiala,
884-H89.
4 bdrm rum house off Ridge SI
S408 average monthly rent
364-1279
Roomatea lor 3 bdrm turn, duplex.
garage. $100 average monthly rem

362-7866

or 372-3038.

Srreth/Boggs Rental
Houses $ Apts tor 84-86 school
year. 362-9457 between 12-4 or
352-8917 alter 8

1984-1985 school year.
Non smoker preferred
Cat Party at 352-3787 or Wendy
372-1818.

Now re—tig for Ml. 2 bdrm unfurnrahad 834 Scoff Hameton $1200
semeoter, 1 btt from campus Csl
Betty Baker 352-9110.

Need Cash lor Spring Break'
Caeh tor you Baseball cards Cal
352 7087

Ftl $ Wrier 84-85
' Sr. or Qrad Student, lo live w/shsrp
ekjerty woman Near campus rm
partial board, smal alipand minenal
dutJte 362-7943

1 F rmmte noodod tor 84-85
Specious. 2 lul baths, free heel Rock Lodge Apis Non-smoksrs cal
Torre 352-6476 or Susan 3723004

HELP WANTED

USG AT-LARQE REP
ELECTION TOOAY
LEADERSHIP. EXPERIENCE
DEDICATION

TOR SALE

Buttons now rwmg lor loeowing posl

tone:
Watteee I Boor walker, apply m
parson Alao taking eppkeaaona tor
other poaatona
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS
Overnight gina camp In Now York's
AUkOndeck MouMaine has operengs
tor counsskx-netnjclors kl lerwa.
waterfront (WSI, sarang. tkJrng, small
crafts), athletics, gymnastics, arts'crslts. proneetng, photography,
drama, dance, computer. R. N . gen
oral counselors Information available
In Placement Office or write: Andrew
Rosen. Pan OPmes Camp. 221
Harvard Avenue. Swerfhmore. PA
19081
Hat SO News Is hiring
a Circulation parson tor Wad 8 Fri.
am t Needed mmeOatety MUST
be dependable, have car * fienibkj
scheduls Apply 108 Unrv Hal
CAMP COUNSELORS
CutstarvJng Sam and Trim Down
Camps Tonraa, Dance Semnaatics.
WSI. Athletics. t*utnaOn/Dieleflcs 20
pea. Separate girts' and boys'
camps 7 weeks CAMP CAMELOT
on CoBege Campuses M Mass
Perm.. No. Carolna, Call Sand resume Mrchala Friedman. Director
947 I la atoll Dr., No. Woodmere.
NY 11581. 518-3740785
SaiAvon
For More Information
Col Phyla. 3626833

AgV; tor rents (summer) excel kxatbnriaar campus. Two-2 bdrm apts
aval 'Specs, summer rates 352-

J9Si_
fum. bdrm apts A houses
352-7454
Before 5
CArTTY RENTALS
311 E Merry-Model Apt. #6
i 2 bdrm apts for 4 students
$130Vpsrson/$585/aomesler
(mcl heal, cable, water A sewage)
Aan I bdrm house J apt
12 mo loose start In May
Summer Rentals al Specs. Rates
tor Houses-Rooms-Apls
PHONE 352-7385

l ••* tor roes. 1 bedroom,
femesheel. Tenant, eofy pay eteeIrlc. B—aonabla rale, end only one
rairwte to campus Call 352-7035
tor more Into

Campus Manor now renting lor summer 1IM next to Campus 1 Convenience Stores, dose to town. 3529302 24 hrs or Newtove Mgmt Co
362-5820

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
WE HAVE A LAROE VARIETY
JO PLEASE EVERYONE RENTAL^
SI GOING FAST. FOR A FREE
BROCHURE CALL 352-5820

niURBTtl MANOR APARTMENTS
At oxvjtoned. tuty carpeted cabs)
vltron. orticlonctoe. laundry laclaties
Now leasing for summer 1 Isl
451 ThurstH Ave 352 5435
One bdrm. turn. apts. doss lo cem
pus 362-6239 before 5

J

FALL $ SLIMMER RENTALS
2 BORMS—H BLK TO CAMPUS
352 4671 day or 352-1800 eve

ii

2 bedroom newly furnished apts
Now renting tor '84-85 FREE tate— TV Cal 362-2883

I
J
i

1 bdrm apt 12 mo loose Starting In
May $175 mo a uM Ph 352
2287.

See Ua For
Wadotag Sraaonery

i

INVTTATIONS
ACCESSORIES
MAPKINS

J

RECEPTION ITEMS
ATTENDATrTS GIFTS

i

Trained ComiaTsnti
You Mey Check Out Books

i

RESUME
• Faat, professional
service

• Quality Printing
• Typesetting/typing
• Large paper
selection

!

i

Hewn: MeelOS
Tuee.we4.Tkvr. 10-SX
M 10-4. tea 10-1

THE COPY SHOP
117 East Court St.
352-4068

525 N ENTERPRISE
1 rWRaL FURN. CARPETED WITH
GA$ HUT. CLOSE TO CAMPUS
CAU NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT.
UMstl OR 182-1188.

1 bdrm. apt. close to campus 84-85
achooiyear 1-287-3341
8ursrnar rarrastt. 1 bdrm. apts and 6
bdrm. house Close to campus, 1267-3341
EUNOPEI from $439 Rountrtp m
IDerrarOTranklurl). $370 2 mo EURArLPASS. HrjakM Rarnbow Tours
T13/824-2727.
-eh Students group wB be
thoorttg "Me and the CotonoT' a
World war I comedy starring Danny
Kayo, on Sunday. March 11th. at 11
am In 105 Business Adnvrvstrskon
Rat«ahnieiila wB bo served Free

jMERE • TUESDAY IS FOR LADIES. BE TH6HE . TUESOAY 18 FOB LACKS, BE THERE • WUDM ■ FOB LAWCS, SE THEHE . TUtSOAY IS FPU LAOHa, SC THERE • TU6S0AY IS FPU LAWE8. BE

►F THE BODIES
>F THE BODIES

CMB^>

L£ d m mm

-NITONS

k'Mid life*

F

H^U 8F THE I8BII!

At 7:30 the All Male Fantasy Show begins for the Ladies
At 9:30 the Men will be admitted.
■6 TtrB^ • TUESOAY IS FOR,

1 M Smoker tor lg house 2 bats
Irom camp. CM 354-2281 or 372-

VOTE CHUCK VAN NESS

Z2 2»ZZZ»ZZZ»ZZ 2
TUESDAY IS FOR LADIES. BE THERE • TUESDAY IS FOB LAP**, BE THMt . UDH,
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Do you wont to make a rMrjnrAcant
drllerence m the rvee of people who
need help? You can by bacomayj a
UNK volunteer Make application
NOW • deedane Apr! 11 th Fdr imo.
col 352-6387 or come to 625 Pike
SI Be a heajrhg rxxgyactjon

rstfler

ELECT
JOEGIERLACH
I
LEIGH HOUJNGSWOflTH
TODAY
81 THE B A BLDQ

DELIVERED EVENINGS
354-1001

lO In. On*>

Party Room For Rani
10! Club
7th and High
352-9378 aflat 6: 362-7324

MaadtrJ: One F. Rmte tor next year.
beeuMul apts on Firth SI Low coal.
Cal 352-1108

JACK'S BAKERY
HUGE ICE CREAM
SANDWICHES

Portler needs rtde to Ft Lauderdale
area Con leave after 11 30 Friday.
March 18 CM Mite al 354-1833

Wanted: Emergency Medical Technlcrane Student Vokmleer EMTA'S
needed to-assist the wood county
dossier service (CMI defense) with
actrvltlee both on campus and
throughout wood county II Interested
cal 382-3033 or 362-8631 a<t
2207.

.TUtaMVWFOB^H^^

ft
Just North of BQ Route 25 North 874-2253

J

